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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents the design of advanced microwave passive filters, antennas, and 

antenna arrays using direct metal 3D printing technology. These work all incorporate the 

printing technology into the RF component design process, demonstrating the potential 

possibilities of direct metal 3D printing in the investigation and fabrication of passive 

microwave components with irregular shapes but attractive features.  

This thesis's works involved an extensive frequency range that starts with investigating S-

band filters and then extends to C-band and Ku-band filters and antennas design. It is well 

known that in S- and C- band radio frequency (RF)  applications that miniaturization is a 

critical factor for RF devices besides high performances. For this reason, the first project 

in this thesis proposed a novel compact waveguide loaded air slots resonator for designing 

inline bandpass filters. As a result, the designed filters not only have a smaller size than 

coaxial ones but also have controllable transmission zeros with inline structures. Since the 

air slots resonator is loaded inside the cavity, it is difficult to fabricate by conventional 

methods, but accessible by 3D printing technique with appropriate self-support structures. 

The fabrication quality was reflected by the mechanical and RF property measurements, 

which first demonstrated the advantage of using 3D printing technique to fabricate 

components with complex structures. 

The second project presents a compact high-Q fan-shaped folded waveguide resonator, 

which is applied to successfully design one C-band filter and filtering antenna. High 

performance RF properties  and easy-to-print structures are always considered together. 

Accordingly, this work proposed and validated novel slots cross negative coupling 

topology of the filter and novel filtering antenna theory. Also, each of the designed 

components has better self-supported structures that can be printed with only two pieces, 

which highly reduced assembly processes and errors. Furthermore, the RF properties from 

measurement results further demonstrated that the reliability of the metal 3D printing 

technology for C-band RF applications. 

The concepts of the third project are extended from the second project but replaces the 

folded waveguide resonator with a metal strong coupling resonator (MSCR). The MSCR 

allows for even further compact dimensions while maintaining a high Q value of over 

1000. It also allows producing mixed electrical-magnetic coupling by the curving coupling 

metal pairs intentionally. Except for the desired RF properties, the designed filter based on 
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the MSCR can be printed as a whole even with complex inner circuits structures. 

Furthermore, the MSCR was integrated with the helical antenna using the proposed theory 

presented in the second project. Although the helical antenna belongs to the electrical-

small antenna, the designed filtering antenna still has a high transmission efficiency of 

more than 95% and a 6 dBi realized gain concerning its less than quarter-wavelength. In 

addition, the filtering antenna has five helical radiation elements and one filter prototype 

but was printed with only three pieces, which showed the advantages of the direct metal 

3D printing technology again. 

The fourth and the last project introduces a Ku-band slots antenna array application based 

on the sine corrugated waveguide resonator. Similar to previous projects, advanced RF 

performances were pursued in this project, in addition to demonstrating the use of 3D 

printing technology to fabricate compact and specific structures. The designed antenna 

array achieved a higher gain, wider band, and more simple feeding networks. The mode 

analysis method based on the EM software CST was applied to guide the design since no 

related formulas were available. The designed model was printed with two pieces and was 

measured thoroughly. The measured surface roughness, in-band responses, and radiation 

patterns showed promising results for the sine corrugated waveguide and 3D printing 

technology in satellite applications.  

In general, this thesis researched and proved the reliability and advantages of direct metal 

3D printing technology in designing and fabricating advanced microwave passive 

components below the Ku-band. It should be mentioned that the designed passive 

components in this thesis can be easily re-designed/re-configured  and applied on the 5G 

wireless base station and satellite communication systems.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction   

1.1 Motivation 

Waveguide components are critical for modern communication systems due to their high-

quality factor (Qu), low loss, and high-power capability compared with the planar circuits 

in micro/millimetre wave bands. Traditionally, these components were machined from 

metal blocks by using Computer Numerical Control (CNC) technology, such as in [1]-

[3]. The CNC technology is highly mature to fabricate regular waveguide shapes like 

rectangular and cylinder waveguides and also can be trusted to get close results as the 

simulation. However, as the operating frequency increases above the RF W-band (75 GHz 

– 110 GHz), CNC fabricating waveguide components would meet some challenges. The 

costs would be dramatically increased in terms of the requirements of the fabricating 

tolerance in higher bands. The “round-corner,” as shown in Figure 1.1, is another side-

effect that is often unavoidable. The unexpected corners would cause the frequency shift 

or coupling mismatching without taking the corners into the count. Also, the assembling 

errors would increase the in-band loss of the waveguide filters, which is also inevitable. 

Round 

Corners

 

Figure 1.1. WR-3 band quasi-elliptical waveguide filters using CNC technology [2]. 

On the other hand, with the ongoing development of 5G mobile networks and new 

generations of satellite platforms, waveguide components with better properties of 

smaller size, lighter weight, and lower loss are urgently needed. These requirements often 

lead to the designed waveguide components being multi-functional, making the physical 

structure complex. This will make the designed components difficult to manufacture or 

even cannot be manufactured using traditional CNC technology, such as the 4-pole helical 

resonator filter shown in Figure 1.2.  
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Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology, usually referred to as 3D printing technology, 

revolutionizes how micro/millimetre-wave components are designed and manufactured. 

In the past few decades, it has shown the advantages of fabricating classical waveguide 

components. For example, lower weight of the fabricated devices can be obtained by 

using advanced material, which is very attractive for the applications of the satellite 

communication (Satcom) systems. Furthermore, with the development of 3D printing 

technology, it began to be applied to the fabrication of the passive components with 

irregular shapes and sufficient performances in the past ten years, which is also the 

motivation of this work. 

 

Figure 1.2. Photograph of fourth-order helical resonator bandpass filter [4].  

1.2 Working Principle and Classification of the 3D Printing Technology 

3D printing or AM is a common term expressed as “The process of joining materials to 

make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive 

manufacturing methodologies,” according to the American Society of Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) [5].  Although different 3D printers work with various raw materials, 

they share the same fabrication process: the 3D structures of components were split into 

finite 2D layers with a certain thickness and then solidified by material layer by layer 

until the printing finished. The layer thickness depends on the resolution of the printer, 

usually from decades to hundreds of microns.  

With the evolution of AM in the past decades, there are numerous types of AM printing 

systems. It is hard to classify all AM technologies with one approach, but Pham's widely 

accepted method was referred to here [5].  Specifically, the AM systems can be divided 

into four categories according to the raw materials: Liquid Polymer System, Molten 

Material System, Discrete Particle System, and Solid Sheet System [5]. The detailed 
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information is shown in Table 1.1, while the corresponding printing processes or working 

principles are given in Figure 1.3.  

Table 1.1. Classification of the 3D Printing Technology 

Categories Typical Process Raw Materials 

 

Liquid Polymer 

System  

Stereolithography (SLA)  

Digital Light Processing (DLP)  

Daylight Polymer Printing (DPP) 

Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP) 

Various resins  

such as plastic and 

polymer resins 

Discrete Particle 

System 

Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) Various power particles 

such as stainless steel, 

aluminum, titanium, and 

cobalt-chromium alloy 

Electron-Beam Melting (EBM) 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) 

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 

Solid Sheet 

System 

Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) 
Sheet materials such as 

paper, plastic, and some 

sheet metals Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) 

 

Molten Material 

System 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 
Thermal plastics such as 

ABS and Nylon 

 

The liquid polymer system often utilizes curing devices such as ultraviolet light, laser, 

digital screen laser to cure a photosensitive resin layer by layer or entirely in the vat, as 

shown in Figure 1.3 (a).   

The molten material system often uses the thermoplastic material as the base material. 

The material is heated and extruded through the nozzle to form the required patterns layer 

by layer under the control of the program, as shown in Figure 1.3 (b). This system usually 

owns two nozzles that one is used for printing desired components, and another one is for 

printing supporting parts. The finished model was cured by cooling naturally.  

Discrete Particle Systems use a heat source, mainly laser or electron beams, to fuse the 

powder particles layer by layer to form the desired solid part, as shown in Figure 1.3 (c). 

Solid Sheet Systems is cutting one layer of material positioned on the build platform using 

the laser or a knife, then adding another layer to bond with the previous layer using the 

adhesive for cutting again. As shown in Figure 1.3 (d), the whole working process will 

repeat like this until the model finishes printing. 
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In general, from the above description of the various 3D printing processes, one obvious 

advantage is that the costs only relied on the model volumes (material consumption) 

without considering the geometric complexity in theory. In addition, for a well-designed 

model, the fabricating quality only depends on the printing system. Hence, 3D printing 

technology is particularly suitable for manufacturing devices with delegated or complex 

structures, as shown in Figure 1.2. 

  

(a)                                                                           (b) 

 

     (c)                                                                                  (d) 

Figure 1.3. 3D printing systems. (a) liquid polymer system [6]. (b) The molten material 

system [6]. (c) Discrete Particle Systems [6]. (d) Discrete Particle Systems [7]. 

1.3 The Development of Passive Component Fabrication by 3D Printing Technique 

Applying or choosing one kind of 3D printing technology to fabricate passive components, 

many factors such as time, cost and resolution need to be considered according to the 

working frequency and the application scenario. Hence, it must be stated that not every 

3D printing technology is suitable for printing RF components. Also, there is no one 

unique 3D printing technology available for all kinds of RF components.   

Tracing history, the pioneers’ work about using 3D printing technologies to fabricate 

micro/millimeter-wave components appeared around the year of 2004 [8]-[15]. In [8], a 

periodic effective medium with controllable dielectric constants was analyzed and printed 

using SLA for the first time, proving the SL technique's capability for composite material 

applications. Then in [9], various high-frequency, high-Q applications are demonstrated, 
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as shown in Figure 1.4, where these components adopted SLA printing technology with 

a layer thickness of 50 µm. As a result, the measured results presented low in-band loss 

and small frequency shifting, which paved the path for using laser-based SLA processes 

to integrate design and fabrication 3D components. In addition, SLA combined with 

ceramic materials (CSLA) was also investigated to design and print the dielectric antenna, 

antenna array, and dielectric waveguide filters in [11]-[15]. It is known that the integrated 

lens or antenna array are essential components for directional microwave communication 

applications but meet challenges at placing, fabrication, and individual bonding elements. 

For solving these, the monolithic periodical array structures fabricated using CSLA are 

suitable candidates. In [11], the first work using the CSLA printing dielectric resonator 

antenna array was reported, as shown in Figure 1.5 (a). Although the measured results 

showed a larger return loss, the antenna array does behave like the traditional one 

combined by multi-individual elements. Other dielectric arrays and lens were also printed 

monolithically [12] [13] (Figure 1.5 (b) and Figure 1.5 (c)). These studies proved that the 

CSLA was a suitable choice for monolithic periodical structured components fabrication. 

Although 3D printing RF components achieved desired the results, the works reported at 

this time were all initial explorations for typical RF components. Also, the fabrication 

mode is relatively simpler due to the limitation of 3D printing technology in this period, 

in which only SLA plus the post-metallization process is used to fabricate components.  

 

                             (a)                                 (b)                                  (c) 

   

                                     (d)                                   (e)                             (f) 

Figure 1.4. (a) Helix antenna [9]. (b) Vertically integrated 2-pole filter [9]. (c) Vertically 

integrated 4-pole filter [9]. (d) CPW-fed cylindrical cavity resonator [9]. (e) Narrow-band 

horizontal two-pole cavity filter [9]. (f) Integrated monopole antenna [9]. 
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                                       (a)                                       (b)                         (c) 

Figure 1.5. (a) Monolithic eight-by-eight array of RDRAs [11]. (b) A uniform slab of a 

subwavelength periodic structure [12]. (c) Cross-section  of the alumina lens alone [13]. 

Then in the past decade, benefiting from the rapid development of 3D printing technology, 

numerous passive components were printed and demonstrated using various 3D printing 

processes and materials. From the published works [16]-[58], roughly four manufacturing 

modes are generally deployed to fabricate RF components. 

• I. Printing non-metal 3D structures and then do the post-metallization process on the 

inside and outside surfaces of the components [18]-[27]. 

• II. Printing 3D metal structures directly and then do the post-polishing process on the 

surfaces, especially for the inside surface of the components [28]-[33]. 

• III. Printing 3D ceramic structures directly [34]-[39]. 

• IV. Printing planar substrate and then coating with the conductive paste [40]-[44]. 

In [18]-[27], the SLA and FDM non-metal printing process with different materials was 

utilized to design and fabricate air-filled waveguide filters and horn antennas. Combined 

with the fined post-metallization process, the waveguide components that operated from 

10 GHz to 300 GHz were validated, as shown in Figure 1.6. The SLA printing technology 

featured higher resolution and smoother surfaces, often used to print curved structures 

such as grooves or high-frequency applications. In [18], a W-band (75 GHz – 100 GHz) 

corrugated horn antenna was printed using SLA and then copper plated, as shown in 

Figure 1.6 (a). The measured return loss is lower than -20 dB across most passbands, and 

main beam patterns are nearly identical to simulated ones. This showed that SLA 

technology plus the post-metallization process could obtain good fabrication precision 

and surface metallization quality. In [20], A WR-3 band (220 GHz–325 GHz) of 25 mm 

length was printed using SLA with the layer thickness of 25 µm, as shown in Figure 1.6 

(b). The measured results showed that the waveguide could exhibit the theoretical 

minimum transmission losses as the traditional copper ones, which validated that the 

monolithic components could be up to 330 GHz with rapid manufacturing technology. 
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For the FDM process, the resolution is limited by the radius of the nozzle (usually 0.1 

mm-0.2 mm), which is much larger than the laser spot radius of SLA. Hence, FDM has a 

lower fabrication resolution that is more suitable to fabricate components centered at a 

lower frequency, such as the waveguides and horn antennas with frequencies from X to 

Ku band [25]-[28], as shown in Figure 1.6 (g) - Figure 1.6 (i).  It can be seen clearly that 

the surface quality is a little rough compared with the SLA models. But compared with 

CNC, the FDM has the advantages of lighter weight and lower costs. 

 

                                     (a)                                                       (b) 

 

 (c) 

  

                                   (d)                                          (e)                         (f) 

   

                               (g)                                 (h)                               (i) 

Figure 1.6. Components printed using mode I. (a) W-band horn antenna [18]. (b) WR-3.4 

waveguide [20]. (c) Horn antenna array [19]. (d) WR-10 (75 GHz-110 GHz) [25]. (e) X-

band waveguide slots array  [24]. (f) 270 GHz waveguide [22]. (g) C-band (3 GHz-8 GHz) 

waveguide filter [26]. (h) C-band waveguide [27]. (i) C-band horn antenna [27].  
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                          (a)                                            (b)                                 (c) 

                          

                                         (d)                          (e)                     (f) 

Figure 1.7. Components printed using mode II. (a) Ku-band horn antenna with 25.9 µm 

and 39.7 µm [28]. (b) Ku-band antenna array [32]. (c) X-band butler [31]. (d) E-band 

waveguide [30]. (e) E-band diplexer [30]. (f) W-band horn antenna [33]. 

Meanwhile, the direct metal 3D printing process or mode II was also widely applied to 

print RF passive components [28]-[33], as shown in Figure 1.7. These pieces of work 

involved an extensive frequency range from 10 GHz to 300 GHz. As presented in Table 

1.1, this printing mode often adopts SLS, SLM, or DMSL printers with a typical layer 

thickness of 20 µm-50 µm. Referring to [28] – [32], since all printing materials are metal 

powder particles, the main drawback of metal printing is the rough surface [15]-[17]. In 

[28], for evaluating the side effects caused by surface roughness, two Ku-band (12 GHz–

15 GHz) horn antennas with different surface roughness were printed and measured, as 

shown in Figure 1.7 (a). Compared to a standard horn antenna, the printed horn antenna 

with 25.9 µm surface roughness had no extra loss, while the one with 39.7 µm roughness 

caused a 1 dB loss. In [30], an E-band (60 GHz - 90 GHz) radio front-end was printed 

using the SLM-based direct metal printing technology for the first time (Figure 1.7 (d) & 

Figure 1.7 (e)). The printed BPFs and diplexers have a 2.7% frequency shift because of 

the dimensional errors (± 150 µm) and the cavity shrinkage. The measured 6 dB insertion 

loss is mainly from the large surface roughness (6 µm). Hence, except for the surface 

roughness problem, another main drawback of direct metal printing is printing precision. 
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The post-polish process like micromechanical grinding or ultrasonic water bathing could 

remove the remaining particles effectively. In addition, appropriate planning of printing 

directions at the beginning of designing devices can reduce the tolerance of printing errors. 

In addition, for antenna applications, a large size wideband waveguide array with an 

integrated feeding network was printed using the DMLS technology [32] directly, as 

shown in Figure 1.7 (b). Even without post-polishing, the testing results showed that the 

efficiency is more than 80% within the wide passband. 

Meanwhile, as displayed in Figure 1.7, it can be observed that another advantage of direct 

metal printing is that it can remove the cost of mold fabrication and reduce the assembling 

process, which saves time and decreases the assembly errors highly.  

Besides air-filled metal components, dielectric devices could also be printed using 3D 

printing technologies thanks to the development of material science and 3D printers [34]-

[39]. The printed dielectric components were working from 10 GHz - 300 GHz, as shown 

in Figure 1.8. These dielectric components were mainly printed by CSLA, FDM, and Ink 

Jet printers with low loss materials of ceramics, ABS, or photosensitive resins. In [34], 

Ink-Jet printing technology was used to fabricate a spherical Luneburg lens operated at 

X-band, as shown in Figure 1.8 (a). The component was completed well with a very short 

fabrication time compared to CNC technology. The testing results also showed lower 

costs than the traditional Luneburg lens. In addition, dielectric polymer printers were used 

to print Terahertz Electromagnetic Crystal (EMXT) for the first time in [36], as shown in 

Figure 1.8 (b). This initial research verified a waveguide operated at 105 GHz with a 

0.03dB/mm low propagation loss.  In [38],  A novel near-field focused (NFF) lens antenna 

cantered at 300 GHz using 3D printing technology was demonstrated successfully, as 

shown in Figure 1.8 (e). In general, the utilization of the dielectric 3D printing technique 

simplified the manufacturing process and lowered the cost. The measured results showed 

that the printed models were capable of transmitting/receiving waves as expected.  

Except for 3D passive components, another application of 3D printing technologies is to 

fabricate 2D planar circuits [40]-[44], as shown in Figure 1.9. The substrates of these 

planar circuits were printed using FDM/Ink Jet under the control of the Direct Digital 

Manufacturing (DDM) process. Then the surfaces of the substrates were coated with 

conductive silver paste as metal strips. Since the planar structures often contain different 

materials, the 3D printers need to have multi-nozzles. Generally, the 3D printed planar 

circuits could obtain comparable performances as the Rogers series dielectric substrate. 
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                          (a)                                     (b)                                      (c) 

  

                     (d)                                      (e)                                       (f) 

Figure 1.8. Components printed by mode III. (a) X-band Luneburg lens [34]. (b) EMXT 

operated at 150GHz [35]. (c) V-band frequency-scanning lens [36]. (d) 1.0 THz dielectric 

reflectarray [37]. (e) 3THz printed CP NFF lens [38]. (f) Ku-band planar lens [39]. 

  

                                         (a)                                              (b) 

   

                  (c)                                          (d)                                                (e) 

Figure 1.9. Components printed using mode IV. (a) Suspended microstrip at frequencies 

up to 10GHz [40]. (b) Silver nanoparticle (SNP) ink layer with partial diamine silver 

acetate (DSA) ink layer on top. (b) SNP+DSA patch after heat-drying [41]. (c) Antenna 

Array [42]. (d) Fabricated antenna [43]. (e) Antenna with inkjet-printed silver ink [44]. 
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From the above literature review, it can be found that air-filled waveguide components 

such as waveguide bandpass filters and horn antennas often adopt the former two modes 

to print 3D structures. Mode I has advantages in weight, costs, printing tolerance, while 

mode II could achieve better robustness and conductivity. Moreover, mode II or the direct 

metal 3D printing enables design of some components with complex internal structures, 

such as a 4-pole filter shown in Figure 1.10 (a). The filter was printed with only one piece, 

even with internal circuits (The yellow parts of Figure 1.10 (b)).  

  

                                 (a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 1.10. (a) Printed filter piece [45]. (b) Top view [45]. 

In general, from the viewpoint of 3D printing technology, non-metal printing has more 

choices such as SLA, FDM, Ink-Jet printing, etc. The SLA and Ink Jet printing processes 

have the highest resolution, suitable for high-frequency (E-band or above) components 

applications. The FDM printing process has the lowest resolution, usually printing 

devices below X-band frequencies. Compared with traditional CNC, one main advantage 

of the non-metal printing model is the lighter weight (reduced by 40% - 80%) which is 

crucial for aerospace and Satcoms applications. Another advantage is the low cost 

because the photosensitive resins or thermoplastic material are pretty cheap. However, 

the drawback is that the quality of the post-surface-metallization is hard to control, which 

will affect the in-band performances. In addition, the non-metal printed models are not 

suitable in harsh environments such as high temperatures and humidity. Direct metal 

printing based on SLS/SLM printers has a medium resolution and many kinds of metal 

powder particles. The printed components have better mechanical and electrical 

properties, but conversely, the roughness of the printed model surface and manufacturing 

costs increase.  

To this end, we must state that although the 3D printing technologies showed many 

advantages, they are not intended to replace the CNC technology but rather another choice 

for RF engineers. The extra option allows engineers to design innovative RF components 

configurations that are not attainable using conventional technologies. 
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1.4 3D Printing Filters of High Performances With Novel Topologies 

From Section 1.3, the various 3D printing technologies have been demonstrated 

successfully by building different end-use passive components. But the fly in the ointment 

was that most works just duplicate canonical RF architectures to get helpful information 

such as rough surface thickness, printing tolerances, insertion loss, etc., as the AM-

designed guidelines. Delightfully, 3D printed high performance microwave components, 

especially filters, started appearing in 2009 but emerged in the past five years [47]-[58].  

The initial pioneering work on investigating the novel topology of the filter using 3D 

printing technology was reported in 2009 by Lorente et al. [46], as shown in Figure 1.11 

(a). In order to compensate for the high surface roughness caused by the SLM process, 

the typical rectangular cavities and coupling irises were re-shaped by concaving the 

coupling walls. This concept was furtherly exploited by Booth and Luch in [47], where 

the side effects of surface roughness were counteracted through applying new complex 

geometries of resonators (super-ellipsoid cavity) and monolithic irises, as shown in Figure 

1.11 (b). The designed inline Ku band (14 GHz - 22 GHz) filters enjoy lowered loss, 

improved unloaded Q value, and better spurious mode rejection than homogeneous 

rectangular waveguides.   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1.11. (a) Standard and shaped layouts of the waveguide [46]. (b) CAD model and 

printed model of the 5-pole filter based on super-ellipsoid resonator [47]. 
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Figure 1.12. Layouts and printed model [49]. 

  

Figure 1.13. CAD model and printed prototype [50]. 

In [49], the enhanced topology of composite stub E-plane resonators was proposed, as 

shown in Figure 1.12, to be more suitable for 3D printing than other geometries proposed 

in [16]. The combination of 3D printing and the novel configurations, making the 

designed filters achieve compact profiles, minimal losses, and high stopband rejection. In 

[50], BPFs based on an advanced dual-mode resonator was designed in Figure 1.13. Since 

each resonator and coupling irises in this filter are different for introducing by-pass 

coupling to generate TZs, many steps were added that led to difficulty in fabrication using 

CNC technology. Alternatively, the FDM was used to print the filter, and the tested results 

of the tolerances and in-band loss level are good for proposed filters. 

For further taking advantage of the flexibility of 3D printing technologies to produce 

innovative microwave filters, spherical-resonator-based filters were designed in [51]–[55] 

(Figure 1.14). These structures are pretty complex for subtractive manufacturing to be 

built but much easier for AM technologies. In [51], an X-band filter was designed using 

the fundamental TM101 mode (Figure 1.14 (a)), which exhibits a higher Q than the regular 

cylinder and rectangular one. In [52]-[54], a single-band filter (Figure 1.14 (b)) and dual-

band filters were proposed based on the dual-mode resonators (Figure 1.14 (c)). The 

introduced metallic posts could split the higher modes to produce TZ or dual-bands. Note 

that these filters were printed with only a single piece by opening apertures on the external 

walls to metalize the internal surfaces through the electrolytic copper deposition. In 

addition, the hemispherical resonators were presented and discussed thoroughly in [55] 

to improve the stopband attenuation by different topology arrangements (Figure 1.14 (d)). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 1.14. (a) Layouts and printed model of 5-pole spherical filter[51]. (b) Layouts of 

dual-mode single-band filter and 3D printed models [53]. (c) Layouts of dual-mode dual-

band filter and 3D printed models [54]. (d) Layouts of the fourth-order hemispherical 

BPFs with different topology arrangements [55]. 

Except for achieving better filter responses in air-filled waveguide components, novel 

topologies combining 3D printing technology also started deploying in the coaxial filters 

in the past three years [56]-[58]. Besides the high performance, miniaturization is also 

critical for coaxial filters because they usually work at low-frequency (< 6 GHz). In [56], 

a fourth-order coaxial with nested structure was designed and fabricated using SLA, as 

shown in Figure 1.15, which is very interesting. Specifically, the inner coaxial resonator 

is also coaxial of the outer resonator, reducing the volume by a half. Obviously, this 

physical structure was impossible to manufacture by CNC technology but can be 

fabricated easily using 3D printing techniques, as shown in Figure 1.15 (b).  
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Another kind of embedded topology for the conical coaxial filter was also proposed in 

[57], as shown in Figure 1.16 (a).  For this design, with a vertical topology, a hollowed 

enclosure structure could work as the housing for a conical resonating post of the lower 

cavity and also be a resonator for the upper cavity, effectively reducing the size while 

remaining the Qu value. Polyjet technology was used to print the filter and achieved 

desired results. In addition, in [58], a new class of coaxial filters was also reported that 

the coupling structures between the adjacent resonators functioned as the supports for 

integrated printing (Figure 1.17). 

In general, the novel topologies, conceived for high RF performances and fabrication with 

AM technologies, showed very promising results for designing and fabricating advanced 

passive components. At the same time, it should be noted that the related work is still 

rather few, which has been further investigated and presented in the following chapters. 

  

Figure 1.15.  Layouts of the 4-pole filter and printed prototype [56]. 

 

 

Figure 1.16.  Layouts of the conical 4-pole filter and printed prototype [57]. 

  

Figure 1.17.  Layouts of the conical 4-pole filter and printed prototype [58]. 
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1.5. Objectives and Organizations 

Following the above motivation and the literature reviews, the primary objective of this 

dissertation is to design advanced passive filters and antennas for fabrication using direct 

metal 3D printing technologies based on the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) method. 

Each “advanced” component includes but is not limited to the novel topologies, 

miniaturization, and better performances. The filter and antenna theories are the backbone 

of the designed devices while combining the CM/EM software simulation to get the final 

physical sizes. Accordingly, this thesis is organized into the following seven chapters. 

Chapter 2 first describes the concepts of the metal resonator, including the resonant 

frequency calculation, unloaded Q factor analysis, and frequency tuning methods. These 

are helpful guidelines for investigating novel conformal resonators. Then fundamental 

theories for designing cavity bandpass filters are introduced. The topics cover the whole 

process of developing one bandpass filter from the initial two-port transfer functions to 

the final physical dimension extraction based on the coupling matrix. The required 

lowpass filter prototype, frequency transformation, immittance inverters, and coupled-

resonator theory are given step by step. The methods of extracting the inner coupling 

coefficients and external quality factors using full-wave electromagnetic simulation 

software are also discussed. In the final, the basic concepts of antennas are presented. 

This topic involves the antenna radiation pattern, gain, input impedance, and polarization 

theories, useful for filtering antenna design. 

Chapter 3 mainly presents compact inline quasi-elliptic bandpass filters design with 

controllable TZs based on the proposed novel resonator - waveguide loaded air slots 

resonator (WLASR). The WLASR exhibits a comparable unloaded quality factor (Qu) to 

the coaxial resonator and allows controlling the electric and magnetic coupling separately. 

For the first demonstration, a four-pole inline bandpass filter based on the WLASR 

cantered at 2.82 GHz was designed and fabricated using direct metal 3D printing 

technology. The model was printed with multiple pieces (six pieces) for first investigating 

the reliability of the direct metal 3D printing technology. The measured results showed 

promising results for the 3D metal printing components. According to the experiences, 

two new inline sixth-order filters with controllable TZs are designed based on the 

reshaped air slots resonators (ASRs) and new feeding structures. Both filters achieved 

better performances, like the compact size and sharp out-of-band rejection. The new 

designs allow printing the filter with only two pieces that highly reduce assembly errors. 
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Chapter 4 first designed a high-Q four-pole bandpass filter centered at 6.0 GHz and a 

6.67% fractal bandwidth based on the compact fan-shaped folded waveguide resonator 

(FSFWGR). The FSFWFR was analysed in terms of its resonant frequency and unloaded 

Q values. Novel coupling topology was proposed for achieving smaller size, symmetrical 

transmission zeros, and self-supporting structures. Subsequently, a curved folded antenna 

is integrated with the filter to obtain the so-called filtering antenna. A novel filtering 

antenna theory with the equivalent circuit of the filtering antenna was proposed and 

deployed to achieve the perfect direct matching between the filter and antenna. The new 

approach is universal that can be used to synthesize either a series or a shunt antenna 

circuit. As a result, the designed filtering antenna obtains the same filtering responses as 

the filter prototype. And the transmission efficiency of the filtering antenna is 97% that 

is much higher than a standalone folded antenna. Direct metal 3D printing technology 

fabricated the filter prototype and filtering antenna with only two pieces. The measured 

results showed the superiority of the 3D printing technologies compared with traditional 

CNC ones. 

Chapter 5 proposed a more compact but remain high-Q metal strong coupling resonator 

(MSCR) that was exploited to design a single-band bandpass filter, a filtering antenna, 

and a dual-band bandpass filter. The MSCR can get a Qu of more than 1000 with a less 

than one-eighth wavelength size. MSCR also allows producing the electrical-magnetic 

mixed-coupling by curving the coupling metal pairs. The designed single-band filter is 

cantered at 6.0 GHz that can be printed with only one piece by incorporating the RF and 

structures requirements together. Then the helical antenna was selected to integrate with 

the filter based on the methods proposed in Chapter 4. The synthesized filtering antenna 

exhibits more than 8% bandwidth and 6 dBi gain with a pretty small size, which is much 

better than the electrical-small size standalone helical antenna. The filtering antenna was 

printed with only three pieces; even it contains five radiation elements and one filter 

prototype. For more investigation, dual-mode metal strong coupling resonator (DM-

MSCR) was constructed to design a dual-band bandpass filter. The feeding methods and 

inner coupling principles based on the DM-MSCR were discussed. The designed 2-pole 

dual-band bandpass filter can control each passband independently with the nearest 

physical size as the single-band filter.  

Chapter 6 will be concerned with the design of slots antenna array based on the sine 

corrugated waveguide resonator. Except for practical high gain requirements in this band, 

the antenna array cantered at Ku-band (12GHz – 18GHz) was also used to validate the 
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reliability of the direct metal 3D printing in higher frequencies as a part of the whole 

project. The sine corrugated shape can convert some modes or frequencies of the 

waveguide resonator from fast-wave to slow-wave by changing the amplitude and period 

of the sine shape. The conversion conditions were investigated in this chapter with the 

utilizing of CST software, which helps choose the suitable modes inside one corrugated 

waveguide resonator. The mode analysis method was used to design the antenna array, 

which was also given in detail. For the first demonstration of the direct metal 3D printing 

in the higher frequency of this work, we also measured the surface roughness of the 

printed pieces except for the RF responses. As a result, the measured results were 

acceptable for Ku-band applications, also proved by the measured in-band responses (gain 

and S11) and radiation patterns.  

Chapter 7 concludes the research work of this thesis and gives an outlook on the proposed 

future work in this field of research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Basic Concepts and Theories of Filters and Antennas 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes related concepts and theories as to the foundation for designing 

general metal cavity bandpass filters and antennas. Section 2.2 introduces the metal 

resonator knowledge, including the resonant frequency, unloaded quality factor, and 

resonant frequency tuning. Both theoretical calculation and full-wave simulation results 

were given for comparison and validation. Then bandpass filter synthesis theory is given 

in Section 2.3. It covers two-port network transfer functions, lowpass prototype filters 

and elements, frequency and transformations, and immittance inverters. Subsequently, 

the general coupling matrix theory is described in Section 2.4 for designing narrow-band 

bandpass filters. The extracting methods of matrix elements (inner coupling coefficients 

and external quality factors) using EM software are also discussed. Section 2.5 introduces 

basic concepts of antennas, including radiation pattern, gain, input impedance, and 

polarization, which form the base for designing filtering antennas.  

2.2 Microwave Metal Cavity Resonators 

Microwave resonators are the basic building blocks of filters, oscillators, frequency 

meters, and tuned amplifiers to store electric and magnetic energies. The resonant 

frequency of a resonator is the frequency point where the stored electric field energy 

equals the stored magnetic energy.  The metal cavity is a particular type of resonator that 

is enclosed entirely by metal structures. The cavity is either hollow or built with inner 

metal structures that electromagnetic energies were confined in it. It should be noted that 

dielectric cavity resonators are ignored because the internal space is filled with dielectric 

materials. The primary considerations of selecting microwave resonators are the size, 

unloaded Q value (Qu), spurious performance, and power handling capability. The metal 

resonators have many advantages in micro/millimetre-wave applications regarding the 

above considerations, such as higher Qu, more robust, and higher power handling 

capability. Comparatively, the main drawback of the metal resonator is its bulky size. The 

typical metal resonators are coaxial resonators, rectangular waveguide resonators, and 

circular waveguide resonators, as shown in Figure 2.1. Unless otherwise stated, the blue 

colour box is the outer metal box in this chapter, while the brown or yellow is the internal 

metal structure.  
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Figure 2.1. Examples of 3-D metal resonators. (a) Coaxial resonator. (b) Cylinder 

resonator. (c) Rectangular resonator.     

2.2.1 Resonance Frequency of Resonators 

Figure 2.2 shows a transmission line model that could represent a section of the 

waveguide or coaxial resonator with shorted terminations at both sides [1]. Assuming the 

guide wavelength is λg, and the transmission line is lossless, at the resonance point (the 

point that impedance or admittance is zero), we have Z1 + Z2 = 0 with Z1 and Z2 are the 

impedances looking from the input port. Since the termination is short-circuited, 

according to transmission line theory [2], yields 

1 1tanZ j l=  and 2 2tanZ j l=                                         (2.1) 

where l1, l2 are denoted in Figure 2.2 and β is the propagation constant. 

Then in the condition of Z1 + Z2 = 0, which could lead to  

1 2l l q  = − + , 
1 2

2
( )

g

l l l l q


  


+ = = = , q = 1, 2, 3, …                      (2.2) 

2

g
l q


= , q = 1, 2, 3, …                                                 (2.3)        

Equation (2.3) will be applied to obtain resonant frequencies of metal cavity resonators.  
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l1 l2

Z1 Z2
 

Figure 2.2. A transmission line terminated with short-circuit at both ends. 

• Coaxial Resonator (Figure 2.1 (a)) 

The resonant frequency of the coaxial resonator with λg is given by [1] 

0
0

2
q

r

c
f q

l 
= , 

0
g

r

c

f



=                                          (2.4) 

where r  is the relative permittivity of the dielectric material that filled inside the cavity, 

which is 1.0 for the metal coaxial resonator, c0 is the light speed in free-space that is 

82.998 10 m/s.  

• Rectangular Resonator (Figure 2.1 (c)) 

The propagation constant (β) of the rectangular waveguides is given according to [3]: 

 

2 2 2
2 f n f m

c a b

  


     
= − −     

     
                                        (2.5) 

where 1c = , combining equation (2.3), gives: 

2 2 2

2
nmq

c n m q
f

a b d

  



     
= + +     

     
 for TEnmq and TMnmq modes.             (2.6) 

• Cylinder Resonator (Figure 2.1 (b)) 

The β of TE and TM modes of the circular waveguide resonator is given by [3] 

22
2 nm

TE

pf

c a




  
= −   

   
 , 

22
2 nm

TM

pf

c a




  
= −   

   
                         (2.7) 
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Where nmp and nmp are mth roots of the Bessel functions ( )nJ x and ( )nJ x , respectively 

[3]. Then applying equation (2.3), the TEnmq and TMnmq modes are given 

              

2 2

2

nm
nmq

c p q
f

a d





   
= +   

   
 for TEnmq modes                             (2.8) 

2 2

2

nm
nmq

c p q
f

a d





   
= +   

   
 for TMnmq modes                             (2.9) 

• Arbitrarily Shaped Resonators 

Except for the above classical resonators, resonators with irregular shapes are often hard 

or impossible to find accurate equations to obtain the resonant frequency, like the example 

shown in Figure 2.3. The EM eigenmode simulation tool provided by CST [4] or HFSS 

[5] could be used to get the accurate values of the resonant and unloaded Q factor. Figure 

2.3 gives eigenmode solutions of the curved coaxial resonator and the depressed cylinder 

waveguide resonator obtained by HFSS. The metal material of both resonators is 

aluminium. The results show the accuracy values of the fundamental mode, second mode 

frequencies and the Qu values. In addition, it should be noted that the dielectric loss of the 

resonator causes the imaginary part.  

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 2.3. Conformal resonator. (a) Curved coaxial resonator and eigenmode simulation 

results. (b) Depressed cylinder resonator and eigenmode simulation results. 
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2.2.2 Unloaded Q Factor 

The unloaded Q factor (Qu) is another critical consideration when choosing a resonator. 

The Qu is defined by "Energy stored in the resonator divided by energy dissipated per 

radian of oscillation," [1] which is 

0
T

u

loss

P
Q

P
=                                                      (2.10) 

where PT is the average power of the sum of the stored magnetic power (Pm) and the stored 

electric power (Pe), ω0 is the radian resonance frequency, and Ploss is the dissipated power 

in the resonator. Hence, it can be seen that the higher loss is, the lower is the Qu.  

For the Ploss, we have 

Ploss = Pc + Pd                                                    (2.11) 

Where Pc is the conductive wall loss while Pd is the loaded dielectric material loss if it 

has. Then Qu could be written by  

0
T

u

c d

P
Q

P P
=

+
                                                  (2.12) 

Define 0 /c T cQ P P=  and 
0 /d T dQ P P= , Qu could then be expressed as  

1 1 1

u c dQ Q Q
= +                                                    (2.13) 

Note that the Qu of the pure metal resonator only depends on the Qc because no dielectric 

material exists. In general, the above analysis process and equations could be used to 

obtain Qu values of the coaxial resonators and waveguide resonators.  

•  Coaxial Resonator 

The Qc of the coaxial resonator is given by [1] 

2
c

c

Q



                                                           (2.14) 

where αc is the attenuation constant. 

Assuming the inner radius and outer radius of a coaxial resonator is a, b, respectively 

(refer to Figure 2.1 (a)), the 
c could be given by [1] 
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1 1
( )

2 ln( )

s
c

R

b a a b



= +                                                (2.15) 

Where Rs is the surface resistance of the metal walls provided by 0 / 2sR  =  with 

µ0 is the free-space permeability, and σ is the metal conductivity.  is the free-space 

impedance with the value of 376.7 . Then Qc of the coaxial resonator is given by 

0 ln( )

( )
c

s

ab Z b a
Q

a b R




+
                                               (2.16) 

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial transmission line. It should be 

noted that Qc in Equation (2.16) does not account for the losses in short-circuit endplates. 

• Rectangular Waveguide Resonator 

For rectangular waveguide resonator with dimensions of a, b, d as shown in Figure 2.1 

(c), the Qc operated in TEnmq is given by [1] 

3

10

0 2 2 3 3 2 3 3

( ) 1

2 2 2

qT
c

c s

k ad bP
Q

P R q a b bd q a d ad





= =

 + + + 

             (2.17) 

Where  

1 2
2 2

10q

q
k

a b

     
= +    

     
, 





=                                   (2.18) 

• Circular Waveguide Resonator 

The unloaded Qc of the circular waveguide resonator with dimensions of a, d, as shown 

in Figure 2.1 (b), could be given by [2] 

( )
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3 2
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d d d p d






  


    
− +        = =

  
 + + −  

   

                    (2.19) 

Where s is the skin depth, s = 01/ f   .  Hence, it can be concluded that Qc varies 

with 0 s  and thus decreases as f . 
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• Arbitrarily Shaped Resonators 

As shown in Figure 2.3, the eigenmode analysis could be used to obtain both the resonant 

frequency and the Qu of one resonator without considering the physical structures. The 

whole process is basically like this: by determining the eigenvalue or resonant frequency, 

the eigenvector or field distribution can be calculated, which can then be deployed to 

calculate the Qu values. The whole calculation process has been available in most 

commercial EM simulation software that could offer resonant frequency, unloaded Q, and 

field distributions. 

2.2.3 Resonator Tuning  

Resonator tuning is also known as adjusting frequencies of resonators. The physical 

operating principle is by increasing or decreasing the capacitance and inductance values 

to change one resonator's amounts of electromagnetic energies. The qualitative 

perturbation analysis could evaluate the resonant frequency changing. When the cavity 

walls are perturbated, we have the linear relationship [6] 

( )e mr

r

v

W

  



− −
=                                                  (2.20) 

Where   and 
r are the angular resonant frequency after and before perturbation, 

respectively. And e , m are average electrical and magnetic energies. The v

represents the volume altered with a value of v < 0 when the cavity walls are concaved 

and v > 0 when the cavity walls are convexed. W is the total average energy of one 

resonator after perturbation. For example, assuming concaved perturbation happened at 

the area that magnetic powers are less than electrical powers ( v < 0, e  > m ),  

referring to Equation (2.20), the resonant frequency of the resonator will be decreased 

because 
r − < 0. And all other possible cases are given in Table 2.1 in terms of 

perturbation area and methods.   

Traditionally, making the cavity walls convexed or concaved physically for tuning is 

impossible considering the fabrication process. For practical engineering realization, the 

replaceable methods called metal screw tuning or post tuning could achieve the same 

frequency reactions. According to screws at either maximum magnetic areas or electrical 

areas, the screw tuning approach contains capacitive and inductive frequency tuning. 
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Table 2.1 Resonant Frequency Adjusting in Cavity Perturbation 

 

 

Perturbation Area 

 

Perturbation Method 

 

Concaved ( v < 0) 

 

 

Convexed ( v > 0) 

 

e  < m  

 

r   

 

r   

 

 

e  > m  

 

 

r   

 

r   

 

• Capacitive Tuning  

As shown in Figure 2.4, capacitive tuning is achieved by placing an adjustable metal 

screw/slug at the maximum electrical field area. The distance between the two capacitor 

plates is denoted by d. Moving the screw into the cavity, d will become smaller, and the 

capacitance between the two plates increases [6]. The increased capacitance will lead to 

a reduced resonant frequency according to the basic resonant formula 1f LC= . The 

case equals the concave cavity wall, where electrical energy is more significant than 

magnetic energy.   

 

Figure 2.4. Changing the resonant frequency of a cavity by changing capacitive [6]. 

• Inductive Tuning 

As shown in Figure 2.5, inductive tuning is fulfilled by placing a non-magnetic screw in 

the maximum magnetic field area. The metal screw in the cavity will set up induced H-

filed caused by the H-field of the resonator. The established H-filed has opposite 

directions to the total H-filed in the resonator, lowering the total inductance [6]. Hence, 
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moving the screw into the cavity, the inductance of the resonator will become smaller, 

and a higher resonant frequency will be obtained. This case equals to concave the cavity 

where magnetic energy is more significant than electrical energy.   

 

Figure 2.5. Changing the resonant frequency of a cavity by changing inductive [6]. 

Except for the above perturbation cases, there is another situation that is the resonant 

frequencies strongly rely on the resonator's dimensions. For this case, the plunger tuning 

method is often used, as shown in Figure 2.6. The disk is metal and short-circuited around. 

By screwing the shaft, the volume of the resonator could be changed, which will result in 

a new resonant frequency. It is intuitive to see that screwing the shaft down, the resonant 

frequency will be higher and vice versa. In the meanwhile, applying Equation (2.20) can 

easily explain this. 

 

Figure 2.6. Frequency tuning by volume [6]. 

After discussing all typical physical realization methods, now the concave and convex 

physical structures are re-considered directly. As stated in section 1.3, 3D printing could 

manufacture objects for arbitrary shapes in theory. This brings the RF designing more 

choices and imaginative spaces. For the resonator tuning, the plunger tuning method and 
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the perturbation method could be combined to achieve what is named as "Strong 

Perturbation" by convex or concaving the cavity walls directly. Figure 2.7 shows strong 

perturbation to a cylinder waveguide that mainly happened at the maximum E-filed area 

of TM110 mode (9.98 GHz) by concaving the walls. The concaved wall can be defined by 

S = k × z × z that the letter k is the perturbation factor or concaved factor. As shown in 

Figure 2.7, although the cavity wall changed much, the E-field pattern of TM110 mode did 

not alter at all. Referring to Table 2.1, since the perturbation happened at the maximum 

E-filed area, the resonant frequency after concaving should be lower than before. For 

validation, the eigenmode simulation tool in CST was used to obtain the resonant 

frequencies that vary with different k, as shown in Figure 2.8. With increasing the k, the 

resonant frequency of the TM110 mode decreases rapidly as expected. Hence, the strong 

perturbation could effectively minimize the cylinder's size without extra tuning screws. 

This indicates that with the support of 3D printing technology, any shape structures for 

achieving high-performance RF properties could be investigated.  

              

z
y

 

                                (a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 2.7. Configuration of the cylinder waveguide. (a) Original. (b) Depressed. 

 

Figure 2.8. Resonant frequencies of TM101 mode versus k value.  
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2.3 Basic Design Theory of Microwave Filters  

2.3.1 Transfer Functions 

Network synthesis theory is often adopted to design modern microwave filters by first 

defining a two-port filter's transfer function. The transfer function is a mathematical 

description that expresses the S21 of the filter. A general transfer function for a lossless 

passive filter network is defined as [7] 

2

21 2

1
( )

1 ( )n

S j
F

 =
+ 

                                             (2.21) 

where Ω is the angular frequency variable of a lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency of 

Ωc = 1 rad/s, and transferred power as the value range. nF  represents a polynomial 

function that could decide the transmission response characteristics of the filter. For 

example, the transmission function of the Butterworth filters is given [7]  

2

21 2

1
( )

(1 )n
S j =

+
                                                  (2.22) 

It can be seen that with   increasing, less energy will be transferred, and the filter will 

present the low pass characteristics. In addition, at Ω = 0, the transfer function has a 

maximum (2n-1) number of zero derivatives that the responses will offer maximally flat 

features. Other typical transmission functions are Chebyshev, Elliptic, Gaussian, and All-

Pass function responses that can be found in [7] for more detail. 

The insertion loss (LA) can be computed with a given transfer function of equation [7]: 

2

21

1
( ) 10log

( )
AL dB

S
 =


                                             (2.23) 

with the definition of ( ) 20logA mnL S dB = − m, n = 1, 2 (m   n). 

Since 
2 2

11 21 1S S+ =  is always hold for a passive lossless two-port network, the return 

loss of the filter can then be found 

2

21( ) 10log 1 ( )RL S j dB  = − 
 

                                     (2.24) 

with the definition of ( ) 20logR nnL S dB = , n = 1, 2 
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The aim of designing microwave filters is to achieve these transmission characteristics 

with appropriate physical structures.   

2.3.2 Lowpass Prototype Filters and Elements  

To realize the above-discussed transfer functions, the filter synthesis method is deployed, 

and as a result, the classical lowpass prototype filter has resulted in [7]. Figure 2.9 

illustrates two typical forms of a lowpass prototype with n-pole for realizing an all-pole 

filter response. All the element values are normalized that the source resistance or 

conductance (g0) is equal to one, and the cut-off angular frequency ( c ) to be unity.  

In addition,  

• g0/gn+1 is defined as the source/load resistance or conductance.  

• 
1k k n

g
=

 are the reactive elements that either series inductor or shunt capacitor. 

• The g-units are henries (H) for the inductance, in farads (F) for the capacitance, 

ohms (Ω) for the resistance, and mhos (S) for the conductance. 

For convenience, the g-values have been tabulated and can be easily looked up in several 

textbooks [7]-[10].    

gn+1

gng2

g0 g1 g3

 

gn gn+1or

 

       (n even)                                                             (n odd) 

(a) 

g0

g1 g3

gn+1
gn

g2

 

gn

or gn+1

 

      (n even)                                                           (n odd) 

(b) 

Figure 2.9. Lowpass prototype for all-pole filters. (a) a ladder work structure. (b) its dual. 
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2.3.3 Frequency and Element Transformations 

Since the element values of the lowpass prototype filters are normalized with g0 = 1 and 

Ωc = 1, the frequency and element transformations are necessary to obtain practical filters 

with random cut-off frequency and source/load impedance. Let's first consider scaling the 

source resistance from the g0 = 1 to any resistance g0 = Z0, that is, the source impedance 

(g0) multiplied by a scaling factor. Since the lowpass prototype network belongs to a 

linear time-invariant (LTI) system, as long as the same scaling factor is applied to the rest 

of the elements, the filter's response will not be changed [1]. Specifically, with the 

condition of Ωc = 1, define the scale factor 

0 0 0/Z g =                                                       (2.25) 

Applying the impedance scaling factor on a filter network that 

                                                               
0L L=   

0/C C =                                                           (2.26) 

                                                              0R R=  

Then according to the actual cut-off frequency, scaling LC values make the reactance 

value remain unchanged, which is 

                                                        
cj L jL  =  

 1/ ' 1/cj C C =                                                       (2.27) 

Where L’, C’ are LC values after scaling.  

Combine the Equation (2.26) and Equation (2.27), each element scale caused by both 

impedance and frequency are 

                                                            
0R R→  

  0

1

c

L L


→                                                        (2.28) 

                                                        0

1
/

c

C C 


→  
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The above element transforms enable us to design different practical filters such as 

lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and bandstop filters. Among them, the bandpass filter (BPF) 

will be an example to illustrate the frequency transformation process from the lowpass 

prototype to actual bandpass filters because they are widely used in communication 

systems. Other cases could refer to [7] for the detailed transformation process. 

Assuming a BPF with the centre frequency of ω0, and the fractal bandwidth is FBW 

defined by absolute bandwidth divided by ω0, the required frequency transformation is  

0

0

/ FBW



 

 
→ − 

 
                                                (2.29) 

This transformation is necessary and suitable. From the point of mathematics, when ω = 

ω0, ω would be mapped at the 0Hz of the prototype filter, and when ω = ± ω0 FBW/ 2 

(upper and lower passband edge), ω would be mapped at cut-off frequency of 1Hz of the 

prototype filter, as shown in Figure 2.10, where ω1 and ω2 are the upper and lower 

passband edge.  

0 ωc-ωc ω (rad/s)

21( )S 

  

(a) 

ω0 ω2ω1 ω (rad/s)

21( )S 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.10. Bandpass frequency transform. (a) Prototype filter. (b) Converted filter. 

Then we apply Equation (2.29) to a reactive element g in the lowpass prototype; we have  

0

0

1c c
g

g g
j j

FBW j FBW

  
 

 
→ +                                     (2.30) 
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which indicates that the inductive elements would be converted to a series LC resonant 

circuit, and the capacitive elements would be converted to parallel LC resonant circuits 

in the passband filter, as shown in Figure 2.11. Similar transformation processes from 

lowpass to highpass and from lowpass to bandstop could be found in [7] if interested.  

0/ ( )pC C FBW =

0/ ( )pL FBW C=

LpCpC

 

(a) 

0/ ( )sL L FBW =

0/ ( )sC FBW L=

LsCsL

 

(b) 

Figure 2.11. Lowpass to bandpass transformation. (a) Basic inductor element 

transformation. (b) Basic capacitor element transformation. 

2.3.4 Immittance Inverters 

Immittance inverters can be either impedance (K) or admittance (J) inverters that the 

equivalent circuits are shown in Figure 2.12, where K and J are the characteristic 

impedance and admittance of the inverter. The relationships between terminated 

impedance (Z2)/ admittance (Y1) and input impedance (Z1)/admittance (Y1) are [7] 

                                                         2

1 2/Z K Z=  

 2

1 2/Y J Y=                                                          (2.31) 

Hence, both inverters have a ± 90̊ phase shift, or an odd multiple thereof, which means 

assuming Z2/Y2 is inductive/capacitive, Z1/Y1 will become capacitive/inductive. 

Specifically, a shunt capacitance can be converted to a series inductance with a K inverter 

on each side, as illustrated in Figure 2.13 (a). Likewise, as dedicated in Figure 2.13 (b), a 

series inductance can be converted to a shunt capacitance with a J inverter on each side. 

These properties allow converting a filter circuit containing both LC elements to an 

equivalent form with only L or C elements. This conversion is necessary for microwave 

filter design or distributed-element circuit design. 
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Figure 2.12. K and J inverters. 

K K
C

L

 

(a) 

J C J
L

 

(b) 

Figure 2.13. Immittance inverters (a) Convert a shunt capacitance into a series inductance 

with K inverters. (b) Convert a series inductance into a shunt capacitance with J inverters. 

For example, the lowpass prototype network in Figure 2.9 (a) could be transformed into 

the forms shown in Figure 2.14, where the gi values are the same as in Figure 2.9 (a). The 

new Z0, Zn+1, and Li could be chosen arbitrarily according to the practical filter case. In 

addition, the converted filter circuit has an identical response to the original one by using 

the K inverter that (Ki, i+1) indicated by the equations in Figure 2.14. These equations could 

be obtained using the method described in [9]. 

K0,1

L1 K1,2 K2,3
Kn,n+1

L2 Ln

( 1)0 1 1
0,1 , 1 , 1

0 1 1 1
1 1

, ,
i i n n

i i n n

i i n n
i n

L LZ L Z L
K K K

g g g g g g

+ +
+ +

+ +
= −

= = =

Z0 Zn+1

 

Figure 2.14. Lowpass prototype filters formed by immittance inverters. 
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Since the bandpass filter is critical in communication systems, we will give the 

transformation process of the bandpass filter using K inverters. From the Equation of Ki, 

i+1 in Figure 2.14, it can be known that the inverters are frequency invariable. Hence, the 

previously discussed lowpass to bandpass frequency and element transformation process 

is also available for the circuit. Then the converted equivalent circuit of the bandpass filter 

formed by the K inverter is obtained in Figure 2.15 (a), where only series LC resonators 

are involved. In addition, to understand K inverters' necessity to the distributed-element 

circuits, Figure 2.15 (b) also gives the pure LC circuit equal to that in Figure 2.15 (a).  

K0,1

Ls1

K1,2 K2,3
Kn,n+1

Ls2

Z0 Zn+1

Cs1
LsnCs2 Csn

( 1)0 0 1 1 0
0,1 , 1 , 1

0 1 1 1
1 1

, ,
si s is n sn

i i n n

i i n n
i n

L LZ FBW L Z FBW L
K K FBW K

g g g g g g

 + +
+ +

+ +
= −

= = =

 

(a) 

Z0 Zn+1

Ls1 Cs1

Cp1

Ls1 Ls1

Lp1

Lp2

Cp2

0 0/pi iC g FBW=
0 0/si iC FBW g = 0 0 0/Z g =

0 0/pi iL FBW g =
0/si iL g FBW = 1 0 1n nZ g+ +=

 

 (b) 

Figure 2.15. Equivalent circuit of bandpass filters. (a) Constructed using immittance 

inverters. (b) Constructed using pure LC elements.  

As shown in Figure 2.15, although connecting L, C elements directly is straightforward 

in lumped-element circuits than finding a converter, it is impossible for microwave filters 

that mainly belong to the distributed-element transmission line circuits. Assume we adopt 

the circuit forms of Figure 2.15 (b) connecting the individual resonator or each LC 

resonance directly, we can only get a larger resonator. The K inverters' introduction could 

solve the problem. K inverters can shift impedance levels that allow the LC values of each 

resonator to be equal, which is Ls1 = Ls2 = … = LS3, Cs1 = Cs2 = … = Csn. And also, 

according to the Equation in Figure 2.15 (a), K inverters can achieve the magnetic energy 

coupling between the adjacent resonators. This means the same resonators plus suitable 
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coupling structures (K inverters) can obtain the required microwave circuit, which equals 

Figure 2.15 (b) but much easier than looking for various LC values. A similar circuit 

conversion using J-inverts for the prototype circuit Figure 2.9 (b) could refer to [7], which 

will not be stated here.   

2.3.5 Coupling matrix 

In the last section, after introducing K inverters, we could know that the filter's transfer 

characteristics depend on the coupling strength (K values) between the adjacent 

resonators. However, it is still a challenge to realize the filter physically. The reason is 

that the coupled inductor values are still needed for K inverters, according to equations in 

Figure 2.15 (a). Specifically, how to map the various coupled LC values to the practical 

physical structures? For the sake of this, the concepts of the couple matrix were proposed. 

It is known that the resonator coupling strength means the ratio of energy exchange 

amounts to the total energy. For Figure 2.15 (a), the coupled magnetic strength between 

the adjacent resonators is also can be defined as   

M = Lm / L                                                       (2.32) 

where Lm is the mutual inductance. 

Referring to [7], and we can know   

K = ωLm                                                          (2.33) 

Assume all L values are the same and ω = ω0 in Figure 2.15 (a), appropriate for narrow-

band applications. Applying the Equations of Ki,i+1, and Lsi in Figure 2.15 and Equation 

(2.32) into Equation (2.33), we have   

, 1

1

i j

i i

FBW
M

g g
+

+

= , i = 1 to n -1.                                         (2.34) 

Actually, the coupling could happen between the adjacent resonators and between the 

source/load and the first/last resonator. Commonly, the former is the so-called inner 

coupling coefficient (k), and the latter is the external quality factor (Qe).  

In general, for a lossy series LC resonator (Figure 2.16), the quality factor is defined as  

 
L

Q
R


=                                                               (2.35)  
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Refer to the Equation of Lsi, K0,1, and Kn,n+1 in Figure 2.15, we have 

             0 1 0 1
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Figure 2.16. Series lossy resonator. 

By now, the circuit of Figure 2.15 (a) could be replaced by the one in Figure 2.17. 

Qe,1

L

M1,2 M2,3
Qen

L

Z0 Zn+1

C LC C

Mn,n+1

 

Figure 2.17. Equivalent circuit of bandpass filter constructed using coupling matrix.  

Compared with the Equations of K inverters, the Qe and Mth only depend on g values and 

FBW, which is easy to know. In general, for an N-order filter constructed by n-number 

resonators, the coupling might be happening between any two resonators. Then we could 

get the so-called (N + 2) coupling matrix, which is often written by [M] 
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 =
 
 
  

                                  (2.37) 

Sometimes normalized coupling matrix might be needed, which is denoted by [m] 

[m] = [M]/FBW                                                     (2.38) 

Finally, we would like to state the importance of introducing the coupling matrix again. 

It is known that the filter response characteristics, fractal bandwidth, and center frequency 

can entirely describe a filter. And the three features were all mapped to the g or LC values, 

as shown in Figure 2.15 (b). Hence, if we want to achieve an Nth-order filter, we need to 
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find n number resonators with the same resonant frequency but with different LC values 

to meet the requirements of the FBW or g values simultaneously. Then we need to cascade 

them together with series/shunt LC circuits, which is impossible for physical realization. 

Alternatively, as shown in Figure 2.17, the LC only the function of ω0, while M, and Qe 

are the functions of FBW and g. It is pretty easy for physical realization to obtain an N-

order filter; we only need to find n-number identical resonators (same LC values) and 

couple them in an appropriate method without changing the LC values of the resonators, 

which will be described in the following subsection.  

2.4 Coupled-Resonator Theory 

As discussed in the previous section, the coupling matrix is a powerful tool to synthesize 

microwave filters. Since it is vital for various coupled-resonator topologies, we would 

present a general coupling matrix design technique to extract the required coupling matrix 

elements for physical realization.  

2.4.1 Loop Equation Formulation  

Figure 2.18 shows an equivalent circuit of n-coupled resonators. R, L, and C are the 

resistance, inductance, capacitance, respectively. i is the loop current, and es is the voltage 

source. Supposing the currents of all loops have the same direction, using Kirchhoff's 

voltage law, the loop Equations for the circuit of Figure 2.18 could be written down 

1 1 1 12 2 1

1

21 1 2 2 2

2

1 1 2 2

1
( ) ...

1
( ) ... 0

1
... ( ) 0

n n s

n n

n n n n n

n

R j L i j L i j L i e
j C

j L i j L i j L i
j C

j L i j L i R j L i
j C

  


  


  


+ + − − =

− + + − =

− − + + + =

                          (2.39) 

where Lij = Lji is the mutual inductance between the ith and jth resonator. 

L2

C2

i1

C1

L1

R1

es

i2

Ln-1

Cn-1

in-1

Ln

in

Cn

Rn

 

Figure 2.18. Equivalent circuit of n-coupled resonators for loop-equation formulation. 
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For convenient analysis, this set of equations can be re-expressed with the matrix form 

1 1 12 1

1

1

21 2 2 2

2

1 2

1

1
0

0
1

n

s

n

n

n n n n

n

R j L j L j L
j C

i e

j L j L j L i
j C

i

j L j L R j L
j C

  


  


  


 
+ + − − 

     
     − + −     =
     
     
    
 − − + +
  

       (2.40) 

Or 

[ ] [ ] [ ]Z i e• =                                                        (2.41) 

Where [Z] is an n-order square impedance matrix. 

Assume all resonators have the same resonant frequency 0 1/ LC = , which is 

appropriate for most narrow-band bandpass filters or synchronously tuned filters. And L 

= L1 = L2 = … = Ln and C1 = C2 =… = Cn.  The impedance matrix in Equation (2.40) 

could then be expressed by 

  0Z L FBW Z  =  
                                                     (2.42) 

with  

0 11 12
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0 212
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1 2 0

0 0 0 0
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Defining  

0

0

1
( )p j

FBW



 
= −                                               (2.43) 

And note that 

0

1i

ei

R

L Q
= for i = 1, n,  

i j

i j

L
M

L
=                                    
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For a narrow-band approximation (
0/ 1   ), Equation (2.42) could be simplified as  

12 1

1

21 2

1 2

1

[ ]

1

n

e

n

n n

en

p jm jm
q

jm p jm
Z

jm jm p
q

 
+ − − 

 
− − 

=  
 
 
− + 

 

                               (2.44) 

where qe1 and qen are the scaled external factors 

ei eiq Q FBW=   for i = 1, n                                          (2.45) 

And mij is the typically normalized coupling coefficient as is described in Equation 2.38. 

The useful thing is that after getting the coupling matrix, it could then be used to calculate 

the frequency response characteristics, as illustrated in the following. 

es

R1
Rn

Two-port n-coupled 

resonator filter

a1 I1

V1

b1
b2

V2

I2 a2

 

Figure 2.19. Network representation of Figure 2.18. 

Figure 2.19 represents the network circuit model of Figure 2.18, where V1, V2, and I1, I2 

are the ports voltage and current. The a1, a2, b1, and b2 are wave variables. Comparing 

Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19, we have I1 = i1, I2 = -in and V1 = es-i1R1. 

Defining  

( )n n n nV R a b= +                                                 (2.46) 

1
( )n n n

n

I a b
R

= − for n =1 ,2.                                    (2.47) 

We have  
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1

12
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a

R
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1 1
1

1

2

2

se i R
b

R

−
=                                     (2.48) 

  2 0a =                          2 n nb i R=                                      (2.49) 

and, then 
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a e
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For i1 and in, we could obtain their values by solving Equation (2.42) 
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i Z
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n n

e
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                         (2.51)                                     

where the ith row and jth column element of 1[ ]Z − denoted by 
1[ ]ijZ −
. 

Substituting Equation (2.51) into Equation (2.50) yields 
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                    (2.52) 

Recalling the definition of external quality factors in Qe, then 

1

21 1

1

1
2 [ ]n

e en

S Z
q q

−=


   
1

11 11

1

2
1 [ ]

e

S Z
q

−= −                                (2.53) 

The expression of the S21 and S11 could be relied on to calculate the filter responses.  

It should be mentioned that the above synthesis process is based on the synchronously 

tuned filter and magnetic mutual-coupling. The synthesis process is similar for the electric 

or general coupling, which could be referred to [7] for the details. 

2.4.2 General Coupling Theory 

After obtaining the desired coupling matrix for the specific filtering characteristics, we 

need to establish the relationship between the coupling coefficients and the physical 

dimensions of the coupled resonators to finish the filter design. 
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Figure 2.20. General coupled resonators [7]. 

The general coupling coefficient (k) of coupled resonators could be defined as a ratio of 

coupled to stored energy (see Figure 2.20) 

1 2 1 2

2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2

H H dv E E dv
k

H dv H dv E dv E dv

 

   

 
= +

 

 

   

          (2.54) 

Where E  and  H  represent the electrical and magnetic fields, respectively. 

The first term of the right-hand side is magnetic coupling, while the second term is electric 

coupling. Note that the dot operation of their space vector fields allows the sign of the 

coupling either positive or negative. Hence, the signs of the electric and magnetic 

couplings could be the same or opposite. It is obviously hard to evaluate the coupling 

coefficient directly from Equation (2.54) unless analytical solutions of the fields exist. 

The EM simulation software can obtain the coupling values by finding characteristic 

frequencies, which is easier for a computer with ordinary resources. Then the relationship 

between the coupling coefficient against the physical structures could be established. 

• Extracting inner coupling coefficients 

Figure 2.21 (a) shows the LC circuit model of two adjacent resonators with general 

coupling according to the network model in [7], where Lr and Cr represent self-inductance 

and self-capacitance, while Lm and Cm represent the mutual inductance and mutual 

capacitance. For convenient analysis, the equivalent circuit of Figure 2.21 (a) was 

converted into Figure 2.21(b) with K and J inverters. By inserting an electric wall (a short 

circuit) and a magnetic wall (an open circuit) at the symmetry plane of T-T', we obtain 

so-called odd mode frequency (fe) and even mode frequency (fm) 

1

2 ( )( )
e

r m r m

f
L L C C

=
 − −

                                          (2.55) 
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1

2 ( )( )
m

r m r m

f
L L C C

=
 + +

                                          (2.56) 

Then the coupling coefficient k can be found to be  

2 2

2 2

e m r m r m

e m r r m m

f f C L L C
k

f f L C L C

 − +
= =

+  +
                                        (2.57) 

For a narrow-band filter, it is appropriate to let m mL C LC  , and Equation 2.58 becomes 

m m
M E

L C
k k k

L C

 
  + = +                                             (2.58)                                        

where Mk   and Ek   are magnetic coupling and electrical coupling, respectively, that 

clearly showed the physical meaning of Equation (2.54). 
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Figure 2.21. (a) Synchronously tuned coupled resonator circuits with general coupling 

[7]. (b) Equivalent circuit with immittance inverter transformation [7].  
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The commercial EM software could be used to extract the coupling coefficients. Although 

operating the electric or magnetic wall in the simulation might sometimes be challenging, 

an easy but effective method called weak-feeding extracting could be replaced. The two 

natural resonant frequencies are fe, and fm which could be obtained by simulating the 

whole structure of a 2-pole filter with weak feeding, as demonstrated in [7].  For example, 

Figure 2.22 gives the 3D layout of a 2-pole folded waveguide with coaxial feeding. By 

taking a very short pin of the coaxial cable, say 0.1mm, the weak feeding could be 

achieved. The simulated S11 responses versus different coupling strengths using CST 

software were plotted in Figure 2.23, where two frequency peaks are seen clearly. By 

applying Equation (2.57), a series of k values could be calculated despite the various 

physical size of Lc. 

lc

 

                                      (a)                                                                (b) 

Figure 2.22. Configuration of 2-pole folded waveguide. (a) Front view. (b) Top view. 

 

Figure 2.23. Simulated S11 of the 2-pole filter versus lc.  

• Extracting external quality factor 

Figure 2.24 gives an equivalent circuit of the singly loaded resonator for extracting the 

external quality factor, where LC is a lossless series resonator, and Rs is external 
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conductance. To ensure the extracted Qe is consistent with the defined coupling matrix 

before, the circuit resembles the I/O circuits of Figure 2.18. According to [2], the 

reflection coefficient (S11) of the resonator at the input port is 

  11

1

1

S in in S

S in in S

R Z Z R
S

R Z Z R

− −
= =

+ +
                                         (2.59) 

where Zin is the input impedance of the resonator, that is 

0
0

0

1
( )inZ j L j L

j C


 

  
= + = −                                      (2.60) 

with ω0 = 1 LC  is centre frequency of the resonator. Around the passband, we have  

0  = +                                                       (2.61) 

then Equation (2.60) could be simplified as  

 0

0

2
inZ j







=                                                    (2.62) 

Where the approximation formula 2 2

0( ) / 2   −    has been deployed. Substituting 

Equation (2.62) into Equation (2.59) and noting 0eQ L R= yields 

0
11

0

1 (2 )

1 (2 )

e

e

jQ
S

jQ

 

 

−  
=

+  
                                          (2.63) 

Since the resonator is lossless, the magnitude of S11 is always one at resonance because 

the circuit in Figure 2.24 behaves like a short circuit.  Then we have 

2

11

jS e −=                                                         (2.64) 

where  

 
1

0

2
tan ( )eQ 




− 
=                                                (2.65) 

According to [2], the S11 is  
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At the resonant point that  =0, and applying Equation (2.61), the group delay in 

Equation (2.66) obtains the maximum value 

11 0

0

4
( ) e

S

Q
 


=                                                      (2.67) 

Hence, the Qe  

110 0( )
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S

eQ
  

=                                                   (2.68) 
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Figure 2.24. Equivalent circuit of the I/O resonator with singly loading. 

Similarly, commercial EM software such as CST could be used to extract the required 

group delay values in Equation (2.68) to calculate the Qe values. Figure 2.25 gives the 

single folded waveguide resonator layouts with weak external coupling (feeding), where 

Qe could be adjusted by moving coaxial cable up and down (denoted by lp). A gap 

between the coaxial cable and the internal metal plate could obtain the required weak 

coupling. It should be noted that the length of the cable could slightly change the 

resonator's frequency, which needs to do a frequency compensation before extracting the 

group delay values. Applying the Frequency Domain Slover tool in CST with port 

impedance of 50 Ω, the group delay varies with the lp curves could be obtained, as shown 

in Figure 2.26. With the resonant frequency is 3.9 GHz, and deploying Equation (2.68), 

the values of Qe could be calculated as shown in Figure 2.29 (b). 
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lp

gap

         

   (a)                                                      (b) 

Figure 2.25. Configuration of the singly loaded resonator.  (a) Front view. (b) Top view. 

 

Figure 2.26. Group delay versus lp. 

With the development of the EM software, CST has a built-in function that could be used 

to extract Qe directly. Different from the previous method that calculates group delay. 

The built-in approach calculates the loss of the electromagnetic energies and then obtains 

the Qe [2]. The setting in CST is also a little different from Figure 2.25. The weak external 

coupling is achieved using Eigenmode Solver, and hence, the feeding structure could 

resemble the same as a higher-order filter, as shown in Figure 2.27. The Eigenmode 

Solver setting is shown in Figure 2.28, where the mesh type is Tetrahedral, and the 

method should be the default. If the mesh type is Hexahedral, the method should be JDM. 

However, no matter which mesh type, the external Q-factor option must be checked, and 

the modes must be filled into 1. After setting and then sweeping the parameter lp, different 

values of Qe could be obtained directly, as shown in Figure 2.29. For validation, Qe values 

extracted from both methods are plotted together, as shown in Figure 2.30. It can be seen 

clearly that minor differences between them could be found, which proved the validity of 

both extracting approaches. 
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lp

 

Figure 2.27. Configuration of the singly loaded resonator for the direct extracting Qe. (a) 

Front view. (b) Top view. 

     

Figure 2.28. Eigenmode Solver setting for extracting Qe in CST.  

 

Figure 2.29. Extracted Qe versus lp.  

2.5 Basic Concepts of Antennas 

Antennas are indispensable for wireless communication could transform electrical power 

to electromagnetic waves (transmitting antenna) or convert electromagnetic waves from 

the received radiation pattern into electrical signals (receiving antenna). Hence, the sole 

function of an antenna is radiating or receiving power. Despite antenna types, all share  
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the same working principle 

1( )IL Qv Ams−=                                                (2.69) 

where 

• I  is the time-changing current (A S-1), L is the length of the current element (m) 

• Q is the charge (C), v is the acceleration of the charge (m S-2). 

Equation (2.69) states that the time-changing current or an acceleration (deceleration) of 

charge must be needed for producing radiation. The current was focused on when the 

circuit is the stable-state harmonic variation while we cared about the charge for the 

pulses or transients.  

Figure 2.30 illustrates the transmission antennas connected to the communication link 

through two-wire transmission lines. For meeting the requirements of Equation (2.69), 

the transmission lines have to be processed with 

• If the current is uniform velocity, the transmission line should be truncated, bent, or 

terminated for radiating the power. 

• The power could be radiated if the transmission line has accelerated or decelerated 

charges even though the wire is straight. 

 

Figure 2.30. RF communication link with transmitting antenna [11]. 

2.5.1 Radiation Pattern 

The radiation pattern is an effective tool to describe how the antenna radiates power into 

space or how to receive energy, which is defined as “a mathematical function of the far-

field region radiation properties of antenna as a function of the direction of the radiated 
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electromagnetic wave. A radiation pattern may concern properties of directivity, field 

strength, radiation intensity, or polarization”.  

• Principal Patterns 

Figure 2.31 shows a 3D pattern with spherical coordinates that the radiation intensity is 

proportional to the pattern radius r in both θ and φ directions.  However, for convenience, 

it is common to use two principal plane patterns to describe this 3D pattern, the E-plane 

and the H-plane. The E/H-plane can be obtained by making two slices cross the maximum 

E/H value of the 3D pattern or direct measurement. Although the principal patterns 

depend on specific antenna examples, it is usual to orient antennas to make one of the 

principal geometrical planes (azimuth or elevation plane) coincide with one of E or H-

plane, as shown in Figure 2.32. The two main plane patterns characterize radiation 

properties well; that is, most of the information is involved.  

 

Figure 2.31.3D filed pattern of a directional antenna with maximum radiation (θ = 0̊ )[11]. 

 

Figure 2.32. Antenna measurement coordinate system [12]. 
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• Lobe and Beamwidth 

The term lobe is defined as “a portion of the radiation pattern bounded by regions of 

relatively weak radiation intensity.” Refer to the portion of the radiation pattern, the lobe 

can be subclassified as the main lobe, a side lobe, or a back lobe, as shown in Figure 2.31.  

The main lobe width represents an antenna's maximum energy radiation direction width 

measured by the Half-Power Beamwdidth (HPBW) and First-Null Beamwidth (FNBW). 

IEEE defines the HPBW as “In a plane containing the direction of the maximum of a 

beam, the angle between the two directions in which the radiation intensity is decreased 

by 50% or (~ -3dB).” The FNBW is defined as “angular separation between the first nulls 

of the pattern.” Both important beamwidths are illustrated in Figure 2.33. In general, 

beamwidth describes the area where most energy is radiated, which is the peak energy. 

 

Figure 2.33. Two-dimensional power patterns [13]. 

The side lobe is “a radiation lobe in any direction other than the intended lobe.” According 

to the definition, the side lobe could represent the radiation strength in undesired 

directions, which should be minimum. The Side Lobe Level (SLL) could be used to 

measure the ratio of side lobe energy density to the major lobe, as given [13] 

 

( )
20log

(max)
dB

F SLL
SLL

F
=                                                   (2.70) 

 

where (max)F is the maximum amplitude of the radiation pattern, usually equals one for 

the normalized radiation pattern. The ( )F SLL is the one side lobe that has the maximum 

radiation power.  
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2.5.2 Directivity and Gain  

• Directivity 

The directivity of an antenna is “the ratio of the maximum power density (P(θ,φ)max) to its 

average value (P(θ,φ)av) over a sphere as observed in far-field of an antenna.” as given [13] 

( )

( )
max

,

,
av

P
D

P

 

 
=                                                        (2.71) 

It is a dimensionless value that is equal to or larger than 1. 

The P(θ,φ)av over a sphere could be obtained by [13] 
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= =

= =

= =                               (2.72) 

where θ, φ is the same as Figure 2.32 and d  is so-called beam solid angle given as [13] 
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  =                                             (2.73) 

Hence, we have 
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= = =
 

                       (2.74) 

Equation (2.74) states that the larger the directivity (D), the smaller the Ω, which indicates 

that the directivity and beamwidth need compromise when designing an antenna.  

• Antenna Efficiency 

In general, the antenna efficiency is [13] 

e0 = er ec ed                                                                                               (2.75) 

where  

• e0 is total efficiency.  

• ec is the conduction efficiency. 

• ed is the dielectric efficiency. 
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er is the mismatch (reflection) efficiency that could be obtained by 
2

(1 )re = −   with 

is the voltage reflection efficiency at the input terminals of the antenna.  

The  could be calculated by [2] 

0

0

in

in

Z Z

Z Z

−
 =

+
                                                       (2.76) 

where Zin is the input impedance of the antenna and Z0 is the characteristics impedance of 

the transmission line. 

Another term called Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR), which is easy to measure, is 

commonly used in practical engineering to indicate the mismatch level between an 

antenna and the feed line, as given [2] 

1

1
VSWR

+ 
=

− 
                                                        (2.77)  

In addition, the ec and ed are often considered together because it is hard to separate them.  

Hence, the total efficiency could also be written as  

2

0 (1 )cde e= −                                                       (2.78) 

where ecd = eced is the radiation efficiency often applied to link the gain and directivity. 

• Gain 

An antenna's power gain or gain is a critical performance indicator when concerning 

directivity and electrical efficiency. The gain is defined as “the ratio of the radiation 

intensity to the accepted power in a given direction. The radiation intensity related to the 

isotopically equals obtained total power by the antenna divided by 4π.” We could write 

this in the form of the Equation [13] 

( , )

( , )

4

in

U
G

P

 

 


=                                                          (2.79) 

where Pin is equal to the total input power (Ptotal) multiplied by the overall efficiency (e0), 

and U(θ, φ) is the radiation strength. 
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Then we have 
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( , ) 0

4
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G e e e D e D

P

 

 


   = = = −               (2.80) 

Hence, a good matching between the antenna and transmission line could improve 

antenna gain after determining the antenna structures.  

2.5.3 Input Impedance 

The input impedance is defined as the terminal impedance presented by the antenna. 

Assume the terminal is unloaded, the input impedance (ZA) could be written as 

A A AZ R jX= +                                                       (2.81) 

where RA is the antenna terminals resistance while XA is the antenna reactance.  

The dissipated power of the antenna is  

21

2
in A AP R I=                                                        (2.82) 

Also, we know that the dissipated power could be divided into radiation power and ohmic 

loss power, which is  

rin ohmicP P P= +                                                    (2.83) 

Then we have  

2 2 21 1 1

2 2 2
in A A r A ohmic AP R I R I R I= = +                       (2.84) 

Note that  

2

2
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R

I
=                                                    (2.85) 
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where  

1
( )

2
sff

P E H ds=                                            (2.87) 

with sff  is the spherical surface in the far-field. 

Hence, the RA consists of two components that are RA = Rr + RL, where Rr is antenna 

radiation resistance, and the RL is the antenna ohmic resistance loss. For the electrically 

small antenna, the Ohmic losses are dominant that often leading to low efficiency.  

2.5.4 Polarization 

The polarization is associated with plane TEM time-harmonic waves, which describe its 

vectors' orientation varies with time at a given point. In other words, it illustrates the way 

of the field vectors (usually E), including magnitude and direction, change in time. For 

antenna theory, we are concerned about the polarization of the far-zone E-field vectors 

because the far-field is a quasi-TEM wave. Polarization is vital because both the receiving 

and transmitting antenna should have identical polarization patterns to avoid polarization 

loss or to accept maximum power. According to the trace patterns, three kinds of 

polarizations exist for harmonic fields: linear, circular, and elliptical polarization. 

It is well known that two orthogonal linear polarizations filed vectors ( xE , yE ) can 

illustrate any polarization field vector ( E ). The xE , yE might have different magnitudes 

and be out of phase by an angle 
A .  

Let  

cos( )x xE E t z x = −  ,  cos( )y y AE E t z y  = − +                   (2.88) 

At a fixed observation position (assume z = 0), then Equation (2.88) can write as 

cos( )x xE E t x= ,  cos( )y y AE E t y = +                          (2.89) 

Then the polarization field vector in the far zone of the antenna is expressed  

cos( ) cos( )x y AE x E t y E t  =  +  +                                   (2.90) 

Case 1: Linear polarization: 
A n = , n = 1, 2, 3, …  
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cos( ) cos( )x y

x y

E x E t y E t n

E x E y E

   =  +  


=   

                        (2.91) 

As Equation (2.91) denoted, the polarization field vector has a constant phase that 

presents a linear trace pattern, as shown in Figure 2.34. 

 

Figure 2.34. Linear polarization [14]. (a) Clockwise. (b) Count clockwise. 

 

Figure 2.35. Circular polarization [14]. (a) LHCP. (b) RHCP. 

Case 2: Circular polarization: x yE E=  and ( )
2

A n


 =  +  

22

cos( ) cos( ( 2 )

( )

x y

x y

E x E t y E t n

E E E x jy

    =  +   +


 = + 


                       (2.92) 
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The superposition field E has a 90º or multiple even 90º that would present circular trace 

pattern, as shown in Figure 2.35. Assume the wave propagates along the z-direction if the 

phase is x jy+ , or plot to the left, corresponds to the so-called Right-Hand circular 

polarization (RHCP). Vice versa, x jy− shows a Left-Hand circular polarization (LHRP). 

Case 3: Elliptic polarization  

Elliptic polarization is the most general polarization obtained for any magnitude ratio and 

any phase difference. Hence, mathematically, linear and circular polarization waves are 

unique elliptical polarization cases, denoted by Equation (2.90). In practice, elliptical 

polarization is used to express the polarizations except linear or circular.  

Refer to Equation (2.90), we have 

(cos cos sin sin )y y A AE E t t   =  −                            (2.93) 

Note that  

cos
x

x

E
t

E
 =  and 

2sin 1 ( )
x

x

E
t

E
 = −                                  (2.94) 

Substitute Equation (2.94) into Equation (2.93) yields 

22

2sin 2 cos
x x y y

A A

x x y y

E E E E

E E E E
 

      
= − +      

          
                  (2.95) 

Or  

2 21 ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) cos ( )Ax t x t y t y t= − +                                  (2.96) 

Where   

cos
( )

sin sin

x

x A A

E t
x t

E



 
= =


, 

cos( )
( )

sinsin

y A

Ay A

tE
y t

E

 



+
= =


. 
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Equation (2.96) describes an ellipse centred in the XY plane, as shown in Figure 2.36, 

which illustrates the trajectory of the plane wave at a given point. Similarly, according to 

the relation between the sense of rotation and propagation direction, elliptical polarization 

can also be left-handed or right-handed.  

 

Figure 2.36. Elliptical polarization plane [14]. 

2.6 Summary 

Microwave cavity filter design usually starts with choosing an appropriate resonator, 

which has been discussed in Section 2.2. Then according to the given specifications, high-

order filters could be synthesized based on network synthesis theory as presented in 

Section 2.3. At this stage, the synthesis process begins with the lowpass prototype filter, 

then applying frequency and immittance inverter transformation, the final required 

coupling matrix could be obtained. Note that the coupling matrix could correspond to the 

filter response characteristics. In the last step, the relationships between the physical 

dimensions and coupling matrix could be built using coupled-resonator theory to finish 

the design, which was given in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 provides the basic concepts and 

theories of the antenna as the basis for filtering antenna design. 
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CHAPTER 3 

          Inline Quasi-Elliptic Bandpass Filter Based on Metal 3-D 

Printing Technology 

3.1 Introduction  

In the previous chapters, the whole process for synthesizing metal bandpass filters from 

metal resonators has been presented. Also, we have discussed the development and 

challenges of using 3D printing technologies to design and fabricate passive microwave 

components. As we pointed out in Chapter 1, after validating the reliability of 3D printing 

technology, the research started switching to utilize the advantages of 3D printing to 

design passive components that have better performances than normal ones. From this 

chapter to Chapter 6, advanced passive components we investigated using direct metal 

3D printing, including filters, filtering antennas, and antenna array would be presented.     

Modern microwave filters with multiple transmission zeros (TZs) are vital in enhancing 

the selectivity of wireless communications systems. Traditionally, cross-coupled, bypass-

coupled, and source–load-coupled topology structures were widely adopted in quasi-

elliptic bandpass filter (BPF) designs [1]-[10], and they are still considered as the main 

methods to achieve TZs. However, these filters often need to construct multiple coupling 

pathways topologies to shift the relative phases, which increases the complexity of the 

design and the fabrication process. Alternatively, extracted-pole section technology was 

studied for obtaining TZs with relatively simple physical structures [11]-[15]. But due to 

the introduction of non-resonating structures, this method results in a larger size. In 

addition, the TZs introduced by this method are pretty sensitive, making the places of the 

TZs of the designed filters hard to tune. 

More recently, inline structure BPFs with multiple TZs are becoming popular because of 

their advantages in configuration simplicity as well as Input and Output (I/O) isolation 

[16]-[27]. In [16] and [17], the same inline configurations were realized by changing the 

orientation of the selected resonators to obtain nonadjacent coupling, which belongs to 

the cross-coupled topology in which the TZ cannot be controlled independently. 

Frequency-variant coupling was proposed by assuming that the couplings are linear [18]-

[21] to design inline BPFs with controllable TZs. Although they achieved high selectivity 

with TZs, it should be noted that these works only relied on simulations. Then a general 

direct synthesis method was given for explaining this kind of inline filters in [22], along 

with an inline fourth-order BPF of two TZs was designed for validation. The drawback is 
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that extra structures such as shielding walls and metal rods are required for physical 

realization to control inner coupling. On the other hand, the mixed-coupling concepts 

were also deployed to synthesize the inline structure filters in [23]-[24]. Similarly, extra 

metal strips and rods are still required to produce mixed inner coupling for generating 

TZs, increasing complexity, deteriorating the in-band performance of the filter. 

In this chapter, advanced inline quasi-elliptic bandpass filters with controllable TZs were 

designed and printed based on the proposed novel waveguide loaded air slots resonator 

(WLASR). Section 3.2 presented a detailed analysis, including the center frequency (f0) 

and the unloaded quality factor (Qu) of the WLASR, which are the essential information 

for choosing one suitable resonator. In Section 3.3, a comprehensive synthesis process of 

the inline mixed-coupling BPFs based on WLASR was given. Section 3.4 designed one 

four-order inline BPF with TZs for validating the WLASR and direct metal 3D printing 

technology. The printed models were measured and analyzed entirely, which showed 

promising results for the 3D metal printing technology. In addition, Section 3.4 also 

presented the measured results manufactured by CNC technology for comparison. In 

Section 3.5, two new inline sixth-order filters with reshaped air slots resonators (ASRs) 

and feeding structures are designed and fabricated for further demonstrating flexible 

design, compact sizes, and integrated printing. Both filters presented better performances 

in integrating printing and filter responses. 

3.2 Waveguide Loaded Air Slots Resonator 

In order to achieve the advanced inline bandpass filters, the waveguide loaded air slots 

resonator (WLASR) was proposed in this chapter. The simplest form of the WLASR, 

consisting of a cylinder metal box and inserted single metal disc with etched air slots, is 

sketched in Figure 3.1, where the yellow, blue and white colors indicate the inside metal 

disc, surrounding box, and air slots, respectively. The critical dimensions of the air slots 

resonator (ASR) are the thickness of the metal disc (t), length (Lm) and width (Wm) of 

the air slot, metal part gaps (g1 and g2), and the radius and length of the surrounding 

cylinder box R and L, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the electric and magnetic field 

distributions of the WLASR. Figure 3.2 (a) displays the maximum magnetic field 

intensity located around the denoted short-end and decreasing along the path indicated 

with red color until almost zero.  The electric field distribution is opposite with the 

maximum at the denoted open-end in Figure 3.2 (b). Hence, the resonator can be 

approximately viewed as a quarter wavelength resonator. In addition, compared with the 
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published inline works [16]-[24], the electric and magnetic dual-path could be constructed 

without adding any additional structures. Hence, according to the mixed-coupling theory, 

one TZ should be expected when two WLASRs are coupled, which will be demonstrated 

in Section 3.3.3. 

 

 

Lm

g1

Wm

g2

g1

L

t

 

                                                (a)                                       (b) 

Figure 3.1.  Configuration of the proposed resonator. (a) Front view. (b) Side view. 

J

Short-End

Open-End

 

     (a)                                                  (b) 

Figure 3.2.  (a) Magnetic field distribution. (b) Electric field distribution 

 

Since the WLASR could be seen as a quarter wavelength resonator, refer to the classical 

formula that is λ = c/f, the resonant frequency of the WLASR can be estimated using 

Equation (3.1) with the condition of L = 10.0 mm and R = 14.0 mm.          

3

1 2

10
( ) ( )

4 (2 2 2 )( )
L R

c
f GHz

Lm Wm g g mm
 


 

  −  −  +
               (3.1)                   

where c is the velocity of light in vacuum and   is the correction factor for different 

values of L and R. The L  and 
R  are 20MHz and 40MHz per millimeter, respectively. 
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For example, by increasing L or R one millimetre and keeping other parameters 

unchanged, the resonant frequency will be decreased by 20 MHz or 40 MHz that yields 

δL equals 0.04 or δR equals 0.02. For validation of the reliability of Equation (3.1), various 

cases of the resonant frequency of the WLASR were calculated by using Computer 

Simulation Technology (CST) Studio Suite 2020 and Equation (3.1) at the same time. 

Unless otherwise stated, the metal in this paper is aluminium (σ = 3.56×10^7 S/m). The 

comparison results are shown in Table 3.1 that, as can be seen, both are matched well. 

Table 3.1 Comparison Results (L = 10.0 mm, R = 14.0 mm)  

Lm (mm) Wm(mm) g1(mm) g2(mm) f_CST(GHz) f_equation(GHz) 

15.5 1.80 1.50 1.30 2.80 2.84 

16.0 2.30 2.50 1.80 3.00 3.01 

16.5 2.80 3.50 2.30 3.20 3.30 

 

Except for the resonant frequency, the Qu is another critical factor for one resonator. 

Using the eigenmode simulation tool of CST, the relationships between frequencies, Qu, 

and the various parameters of the WLASR are investigated, as shown in Figure 3.3. In 

addition, the neighbouring resonant mode or spurious mode to the operating mode is a 

key factor for a resonator's out-of-band rejection performance, which is also shown in 

Figure 3.3. All physical dimensions are fixed except the one that is being varied for 

simulation (unit: mm) as follows: L = 10.0, R = 14.0, Lm = 16.0, Wm = 2.0, g1 = 2.5, g2 = 

1.6, t = 1.5. As Figure 3.3 shows, increasing g1, g2, and Wm values will result in a higher 

Qu and resonant frequency. In addition, Wm is the most effective parameter to change Qu 

with the same frequency shift compared with changing g1 and g2. This can be attributed 

to that Wm can adjust the capacitor value in a larger range, referring to Figure 3.2. The 

thickness of the metal disc, t, has more effect on the Qu up to ~2 mm while having little 

effect on the frequencies. In addition, the spurious windows between the spurious modes 

and the operating modes are quite stable at the condition of changing various parameters. 

The spurious window is 2.3 f0 ~ 2.5 f0 calculated by spurious dividing operate modes. 

In order to further understand the Qu of the resonator, a comparison with the coaxial 

resonator was also made of aluminum material, as shown in Table 3.2. It can be seen that 

the proposed resonator has a comparable Qu to the coaxial one. Considering the proposed 

resonator can form inline filtering structures without any shielding parts between adjacent 

coupled resonators, the space utilization can be furtherly improved.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.3.  (a) Simulated fundamental modes and spurious modes versus the various 

dimensions. (b) Simulated Qu versus different factors.  

Table 3.2 Comparison of Coaxial and Proposed Resonators               

 Volume (mm3) 
Resonant Frequency 

(GHz) 

Unloaded 

Quality Factor 

 

Coaxial resonator 
896 

8×8×14 
2.59 1347 

Proposed resonator 
864 

12×12×6 
2.59 1120 
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3.3 Pre-Designing Bandpass Filter Based on WLASR 

From the analysis results in Section 3.2, we know that the proposed WLASR is suitable 

for designing compact high Qu inline filters. This section will discuss the design 

methodology in detail. 

3.3.1 Filter Configuration 

For traditional inline filters, shielding parts or inductive windows are usually needed for 

narrow-band filter design because the coupling strength of the adjacent resonators is very 

strong [16]. Meanwhile, extra metal rods, discs, and coupling strips [23]-[25] are used to 

construct mixed-coupling circuits for producing TZs. Figure 3.4 shows these typical 

physical structures. These supplementary parts will increase the complexity, lower the Qu, 

and deteriorate the in-band performance of the filters.  

The proposed filter configuration removed all these parts based on the WSLAR, where 

multiple ASRs are placed inside a metal box one by one, as shown in Figure 3.5. It should 

be noted here that the place orientations of these ASRs should be the same. Due to the 

characteristics of the field distribution of the resonator as indicated in Figure 3.2, the inner 

electrical, magnetic mixed-coupling dual-path can be obtained by directly adjusting the 

distance between the adjacent resonators (ds). Hence, multiple-TZs should be expected 

for the higher-order (higher than second-order) filter structure within the simple topology 

and physical forms. For the feeding, like coaxial filters, coaxial cables with 50-ohm port 

impedance are utilized to excite the filter to get suitable external coupling. 

(a)

(b)
(c)

 

Figure 3.4. Inline filters with (a) shielding wall [10]. (b) shielding walls and metal rods 

[10]. (c) shielding walls and metal rods [20].  
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Figure 3.5.  Proposed multi-pole filter based on WLASR 

3.3.2 Extracting External Quality Factor  

The singly loaded method extracting Qe through CST has been presented in Chapter 2 

and will be adopted herein. There are two input/output structures for the WLASR: indirect 

(capacitive) feeding or direct (inductive) feeding, as shown in Figure 3.6 (a), Figure 3.7 

(a), respectively. For the indirect feeding, changing the gap between the feeding probe 

and the first or last resonator (lp1), various values of Qe could be obtained directly in CST, 

as shown in Figure3 6 (b). Eeffective control over Qe can be observed where the larger 

lp1 results in higher Qe. In addition, the effects to the Qe from various L values were also 

studied. As indicated, smaller L will lead to the dependence relationship of Qe to lp1 with 

more sensitivity. Hence, a larger L might be needed for Qe to be easily controlled.  

lp1

L

             

                                 (a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 3.6. (a) 3-D side view of capacitive feeding. (b) Extracted Qe using CST. 

The path denoted by arrow directions or from short-end to open-end could be adjusted 

for the inductive feeding Qe. The extracted results are shown in Figure 3.7 (b) that with 

the feeding pin moving along the path, the Qe gradually decreased, making sense 
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considering the current distribution characteristics. In addition, by comparing the Qe 

values between the inductive feeding and the capacitive feeding, it can be found that 

inductive feeding has a much larger Qe value than capacitive feeding with the same L. 

Hence, inductive feeding is more suitable for designing a wideband filter, while 

capacitive feeding is for narrow-band filters.     

                

                                 (a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 3.7. (a) 3D side view of inductive feeding. (b) Extracted Qe using CST. 

3.3.3 Inner Mixed-Coupling Coefficients 

The proposed resonator can form electric and magnetic mixed inner coupling solely as it 

benefits from the special field distribution. As indicated in Figure 3.2, the short-end and 

open-end can be regarded as inductive and capacitive parts, respectively. To validate the 

feature theoretically, we started analyzing it from the equivalent circuit model. The 

equivalent circuit of a two-pole mixed coupled filter described in [23] can be constructed 

here, as shown in Figure 3.8 (a). Figure 3.8 (b) gives the transformed circuit of Figure 3.8 

(a) for convenient analysis. The Lr represents self-inductance, and Lm and Cm represent 

the mutual coupling inductance and capacitance, respectively. In addition, it can be shown 

the Cr1 = (Cr ∙ Cm)/(Cm – Cr), C2 = Cm/2 with Cr being the self-capacitance.  
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       (a)                                                           (b) 

Figure 3.8 (a) Synchronously tuned series equivalent circuit. (b) Transformed equivalent 

circuit of Figure 3.8 (a) obtained by open circuiting the plane A–A and B–B. 
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By inserting an electric wall (or a short circuit) and a magnetic wall (or an open circuit) 

at the symmetry plane T-T' in Figure 3.8 (b), we obtain 

                                        odd r mL L L= −         
even r mL L L= +                                        (3.2) 

                                    
m

odd

m

C C
C

C C


=

−     
m

even

m

C C
C

C C


=

+                                            (3.3) 

Then we have odd and even resonant frequencies: 

                          
1
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−
= =

 −  
                            (3.4) 
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( )
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+
= =
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                           (3.5) 

The calculation of classical coupling coefficients has been presented in Equation (2.3), 

and it is re-listed here: 

                                                  

2 2

2 2

odd even

odd even

k
 

 

−
=

+
                                             (3.6)                                                   

Substitute (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.6) to get another expression of k : 

1

m e

m e

k k
k

k k

−
=

− 
                                                (3.7) 

where km = Lm/Lr and ke = Cr/Cm represent magnetic and electric coupling, respectively. 

It should be noted that ke is Cr/Cm instead of Cm/Cr as presented in Figure 2.3 because the 

resonator here is the LC series circuit. According to [23], when km is larger than ke or k is 

positive, one TZ will appear at the lower side of the passband. Hence, as km decreases, 

the TZ will shift to the right side and vice versa. 

To verify this, the whole coupling structure of the two-pole filter is simulated using CST 

with weak capacitive feeding by taking a very short length of pin (0.5 mm), as shown in 

Figure 3.9. All physical sizes are the same as Section 3.2 except for the one that is being 

tuned. The simulated curves are shown in Figure 3.10, where two resonant peaks f1 and 

f2 (f1 < f2) can be seen clearly. If TZ appears at the lower side of centre frequency, feven = 
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f1 and vice versa. In addition, according to [23], the required electric and magnetic 

coupling coefficients ke and km can be calculated using the following equations: 

2 2 2 2

0 0

2 2 2 2

1
( )

2

odd even
m

odd z z even

k
   

   

− −
= +

− −
                                         (3.8) 

2 2 2 22

0 0

2 2 2 2 2

0

( )
2*

odd evenz
e

z odd even z

k
   

    

− −
= +

− −
                                    (3.9) 

where ω0 is the extreme point between f1 and f2 at the group delay of S11, which could be 

easily found in CST, as shown in Figure 3.10, and ωz is the transmission zero point.  

ds

 

Figure 3.9. 3-D view of the two-pole filter with weak-coupling 

As shown, a larger g1 produces smaller inductive coupling (km), and a larger g2 creates 

more significant capacitive coupling (ke). Hence, by increasing g1 or g2, the odd mode 

along with TZ will be shifted to the right of the passband as expected. However, one thing 

should be noted that in Figure 3.10 (a), with odd mode shifting, even mode also changes 

a lot. This means both ke and km are very sensitive to the parameter g1. Then it will be 

more preferred to keep g1 constant and alter g2 to obtain different transmission zeros. This 

could ensure that even mode frequency is fixed within a small range, convenient for 

controlling coupling coefficients after getting the desired TZs. 

In addition to g1 and g2, the distance between adjacent ASRs (ds) can also be used to 

control TZ and odd mode, which is evident because the ds is used to manage the coupling 

coefficients. Figure 3.10 (c) shows that larger ds brought capacitive-dominant coupling, 

making TZ shift to the right with a minor change in f0. Besides, it is worth mentioning 

that the closer the values of ke and km are, the transmission zero is more closer to the 

canter frequency. The resonant and transmission zero frequencies are given as 

1
r

r rL C
 =


 , 

1
z

m mL C
 =


                                          (3.10)       
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Combining (3.7) and (3.10), we obtain 

                       

2

2

ez

r m

k

k




=                                                              (3.11) 

It can be seen that when ke approaches km, the TZ will move closer to the f0, which was 

also validated in Figure 3.10. 

     

(a) 

     

     (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.10. Simulated transmission results of the second-order filter. (a) different values 

of g1. (b) different values of g2. (c) different values of ds. 
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In general, the above analysis has proved the coexistence of electric and magnetic 

coupling in the proposed WLASR. For verifying the reliability of values of the mixed-

coupling coefficients, Figure 3.11 gives the total classical coupling coefficient (kc) and 

total mixed-coupling (k) versus different g1, g2, and ds values. The error between k and kc 

is minimal, demonstrating the accuracy of the extracting process. Furthermore, compared 

with g1, g2 is more effective in controlling k.  

By now, the whole design procedure should be straightforward as follows: determine the 

Lm, Wm, and g1 values according to Equation (3.1) and Figure 3.3 to meet the requirements 

of f0 and Qu initially, then select g2 to obtain desired inner coupling coefficients roughly, 

and finally, adjust ds to meet the specifications.  

          

     (a)                                                             (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.11. Simulated k and kc versus the dimensions of the air slots (g1 and g2) and ds.                                               

3.4 Fourth-Order Filter Realization 

3.4.1 Fourth-Order Filter Design 

Section 3.3 has presented a comprehensive analysis process to design advanced inline 

mixed-coupling filters based on WLASR. Herein, a four-pole BPF centred at 2.82 GHz 

with a fractional bandwidth of 6.73%, two controllable TZs located at 2.65 and 2.98 GHz, 
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is designed for verification. The physical structure in Figure 3.12 (a), where four identical 

metal-air slotted disc-like resonators are placed in parallel with the same orientations, the 

coaxial cable with an extended probe is utilized to feed the filter for lowing the sensitivity 

of controlling Qe. In general, compared with published work, the physical structure of the 

designed filter is very simple and fully symmetrical. The topology is shown in Figure 

3.12 (b), where S/L denotes the input and output port, while each node represents an air 

slot resonator. The J(S,1) and J(4, L) represent the external capacitive coupling. In addition, 

the underline means dominant-coupling where the inductive-dominant coupling (k1,2 and 

k3,4) creates the TZ below the centre frequency, while the capacitive-dominant coupling 

(k2,3) produces the TZ above the centre frequency. The external and general coefficients 

are given as Qe = 15.38; k12 = k34 = 0.0613; k23 = k32 = -0.0471. 

L = 60Units: (mm)

ds1 = 2.28
ds1 = 2.88

lp2 = 21.10

lp1 = 2.02

 

Lm = 16

g1 = 2.1

g2 = 1.5
Wm = 2.28
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ke(1,2)

R3 R4S L

km(1,2)

ke(2,3)
ke(3,4)

km(3,4)
km(2,3)

J(S,1) J(4,L)

 

(b) 

Figure 3.12.  (a) The layout of the filter with dimensions. (b) Topology of the filter. 

In the realization of the fourth-order filter, the ds between the second and third resonator 

(the middle two resonators) should be large for producing capacitive-dominant coupling, 

according to Figure 3.10. However, the interesting thing for the filter is that the equivalent 

circuit of the middle two resonators represents shunt coupling LC tank as shown in Figure 

3.13 [30], which is dual to the series one that as other adjacent resonators as shown in 

Figure 3.8 (b). The co-existence of both series and shunt LC resonant of the filter circuit 

has two meanings. First, the inductive-dominant coupling in the 2-pole filter behaves as 

a capacitive-dominant coupling in the 4-pole filter. This means the ds between the middle 

two resonators remains small, which is beneficial to the filter miniaturization. Second, 

the extraction process of the k23 is still straightforward. It is equal to extracting inductive-

dominant coupling of a 2-pole filter but swapping the km and ke on the condition of km = 

Lr/Lm and ke = Cm/Cr in the parallel circuit model.  
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LrCr LrCr

Lm/2 Lm/2

-Lm -Lm

2Cm 2Cm

-Cm -Cm

T

T  
Figure 3.13.  Synchronously tuned shunt equivalent circuit with mixed-coupling. 

Since there is no direct theory to explain this, to the author's knowledge, the AWR Design 

Environment 12.0 (AWR 12) is used to construct circuit models (CM) for validation, as 

shown in Figure 3.14. The LC values in the CM can be obtained using the classical 

method described in [6]. The values of Lm12, Cm12, Lm34, and Cm34 can be extracted using 

Figure 3.8 (b) and Equation (3.8) and (3.9), while the Lm23 and Cm23 using Figure 3.13 and 

the same equations. In addition, the port feeding also presents the property of mixed-

coupling of a shunt LC tank.  The metal feeding probe introduces the port inductance (Lp), 

and port capacitance (Cp) is formed by the gap between the feeding probe and the first or 

the last resonator. The introduced Lp and Cp can be treated as non-resonant-node (NRN), 

contributing one TZ. The length of the feeding probe can control the TZ position but is 

not critical here. The TZ produced by the port feeding can be seen as a bonus after meeting 

the requirements of Qe. After optimization, the final simulated S-parameters of CM are 

shown in Figure 3.15, where verified the middle two resonators behave as a shunt circuit, 

and TZ3 is produced by shunt port inductance and capacitance. 

C1L1 L2 C2
L3 C3

Lm12

C4Input 

Cm12 Cm23

Lm23

Output 
Lm34

Cm34

L4

Cp

Lp

Cp

Lp

 

Figure 3.14.  Equivalent circuit of the fourth-order filter with mixed coupling. (L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 

= 0.2364 nH, C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 13.6175 pF, Lm12 = Lm34 = 0.3112 nH, Cm12 = Cm34 = 11.71 pF, 

Lm23 = 0.44 nH, Cm23 = 6.944 pF, Lp = 0.3435 nH, Cp = 4.508 pF). 

Then considering the places of TZs, the electric and magnetic coupling coefficients can 

be extracted using Equation (3.8) and (3.9): km(1,2) =  km(3,4) = 0.4148; ke(1,2) = ke(3,4) = 0.3630; 

km(2,3) = 0.3072; ke(2,3) = 0.3495. 
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Using the extraction procedure described in Sections 3.3 and combining the optimization 

function of CST, the final dimensions can be determined, as shown in Figure 3.12 (a).  

The EM-simulated performance of the filter is also shown in Figure 3.15. As can be seen, 

two desired TZs close to the passband edges are obtained successfully, which improves 

the selectivity significantly. The out-of-band rejection is also excellent with additional 

TZ caused by the self-resonance of the I/O feed probe. Specifically, the S11 is below -20 

dB in a large frequency range from 3.0 GHz to 5.0 GHz. 

 

                                    (a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 3.15. EM, CM, and measured filter responses. (a) wideband. (b) narrow band. 

3.4.2 Fabrication and Measurement 

As stated in the introduction, the work in this thesis is trying to utilize the advantages of 

3D printing to design and fabricate advanced passive components. However, we have no 

such experience on this before and know little about the printing quality, such as the 

surface roughness, the printer's precision, or the conductivity of the metal powder 

particles. Hence, for the first demonstration, we decided to print the inline 4-pole filter 

with some separate pieces, and one of the pieces is shown in Figure 3.16. Other pieces' 

printing direction is the same as this. These separated pieces enabled us to easily measure 

the fabrication error, surface roughness, or polish process after printing.   

Printing 

Direction

Bottom 

Surface

 

     (a)                                        (b) 

Figure 3.16. One piece of the filter is under printing. (a) Front view. (b) Top view. 
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A. Sensitivity Analysis 

Before printing, tolerance analysis is often required for high-Q cavity filters. For the metal 

3D printing process, the manufacturing error often comes from two aspects. One is the 

tolerance of the printer, in this case, the maximum of the AM250 printer is ± 0.1mm [31], 

and another is the top surface roughness which is around 15µm [32]. It should be noted 

here that the resolution could be much smaller than this, depending on the model's 

direction and geometry. The models in this work would have smaller tolerances because 

no supports are needed with the denoted printing direction, as shown in Figure 3.16. 

However, to examine the worst-case scenario, we would set the threshold value as 

0.15mm, which is enough for sensitivity analysis. In addition, it is worth mentioning that 

the surface holes are for further reducing the weight of the filter but have little effect on 

the in-band performances. And the three small holes are screw holes.   

Referring to Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.16, there are four critical parameters for the filter 

to analyse in the printing direction, which are g1, g2, Wm, and t. Figure 3.17 shows the 

simulated curves for the sensitivity analysis. As it is shown, only g1 shifts the centre 

frequency a little, others are less sensitive to the manufacturing tolerance even when the 

worst situation is considered. 

 

Figure 3.17. Sensitive analysis. 

B. Manufacturing Discussion 

For demonstration, the filter was printed by Renishaw PLC using an AM250 printer with 

a layer thickness of 30 µm. The adopted metal powder is ALSi10Mg-0403, composed of 

aluminum alloy with 10% silicon and other minor elements. The compositions of the 
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powder allow the printed models to maintain high conductivity (σ = 2.56 × 10^7 S/m) 

while obtaining other better features such as lighter weight and stronger robustness than  

while pure aluminum, according to [31] [32]. 

Figure 3.18 (a) shows the pictures and internal powder delivery system of the AM250Q 

printer. The working process is basically like this: the metal powder is delivered to the 

working plate firstly, then the powders are melted and sintered by the laser source to form 

the first layer shape. After cooling, the remaining materials will be cleaned, and the 

working plate will go down one-layer-thickness. Then the powder delivery system will 

bring powder again and repeat the above process until the model printing is finished.  

Figure 3.18 (b) shows the printed filter model assembled in six pieces and threaded rods. 

Like most 3D metal printed devices, the printed top surface (refer to printing direction) is 

a little rough. And small gaps exist between the adjacent pieces for the assembled filter 

model, even if the assembling is tight enough. In addition, the fabrication error in the 

printing direction is within +0.05 mm was measured using a digital ruler, which is much 

smaller than the maximum tolerances. In order to know the effects of the rough surface 

on the filter responses, a post-milling process was also introduced using micro-machining 

technology to do the post-polishing, as shown in Figure 3.18 (c).  

On the other hand, the filter was also manufactured using the traditional CNC technology 

with nine pieces as the baseline. The fabricated pieces are shown in Figure 3.18 (c). It 

should be noted that, for the CNC model, the feeding places are at the sidewalls for easier 

fabrication but have the same in-band responses and a pair of TZs as the 3D printed model.  

Powder delivery 

and clean system
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Working plate

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3.18. (a) Picture and powder delivery system of AM250Q printer (b) 3D printed 

pieces. (c) Polished 3D printed pieces. (d) CNC manufactured pieces. 

B. Experimental Results  

The measured responses of the 3D printed filter without polishing are also plotted in 

Figure 3.19, showing two desired TZs close to the passband edges that significantly 

improve the selectivity. But the measured TZ3 disappeared because the feeding is still a 

little sensitive, even increasing the cavity length. The measured f0 and BW are 2.82 GHz 
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and 185 MHz, respectively. And the measured insertion loss is 0.9 dB which is higher 

than the simulated values due to the energy leakage from the gaps, rough surface, and 

lower conductivity than the simulated one. The filter presents a quasi-elliptic bandpass 

response with a high Qu of ~1500, benefiting from a complete metal symmetrical structure. 

Generally, a good agreement between the simulated and measured results can be observed. 

Figure 3.19 shows the measured results of polished, non-polished, and CNC filters. As 

can be seen, the non-polished model can achieve an equivalent response to the CNC 

model. Considering the CNC model has a slight frequency shifting, the non-polished 

results are even better. The interesting thing is that the worst response is the polished 

model. This may be because that the mechanical polishing process brought extra 

fabrication errors. In summary, it seems unnecessary to do the polish process in low 

frequency, which paves the path for integrated 3-D printing components. 

  

Figure 3.19.  Comparison of results of three filters. 

3.5 Six-order Filter Realization 

3.5.1 Six-order Filter Design 

The fourth-order filter presented in the last section was printed in several pieces for easy 

post-processing and inspecting. The initial prototype's success has led to further study of 

more filters with new features. Further investigation of the new filters should be aimed to 

solve two main problems. First, the newly designed filter should have self-supported 

structures in some certainty, which allow the printing of as many as three pieces. Besides, 

the equivalent circuit of the above four-pole filter is specific, which is hard to deploy to 
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design higher-order filters. Hence, the new filter should have higher order (higher than 4) 

but with controllable TZs. For achieving these, the metal-air slot resonators were changed 

from the square shape to the round shape by blending some edges, as shown in Figure 

3.20, where θs is the safe build angle. Following the rule that θs should be less than 55̊ 

[31], the new round air-slotted resonator is suitable for integrated printing. In addition, 

refer to Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.10, it can be found that it is possible and not hard to make 

the Qu higher than 2000 with an appropriate choice for parameters. Regarding the air-

slotted resonator or Figure 3.20, Wm was changed most, and t increased to 1.75mm to 

enhance the robustness and improve the Qu. Other parameters have also been altered that 

yield the Qu of more than 2000. 

θs

 

Figure 3.20.  The converted process from the square- to round air slots resonator. 

 

Figure 3.21. Comparison results of extracted Qe versus lp1 and lp2. 

To control the Qe flexibility without increasing the length of the cavity, a transversal 

copper cylinder is added to the coaxial feeding, as shown in Figure 3.21. As presented, 

the Qe can be adjusted gradually but effectively with the transversal copper cylinder 

(denoted by lp2). More specifically, regarding the only coaxial feeding (lp1), the Qe 

changed from 28.2 to 76 within a 1mm variation of lp1. The lp2 can adjust Qe from 14.29 
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to 5.25 with a variation of 12 mm at the condition of lp1 = 0.6mm. This is significantly 

less sensitive than lp1 while avoiding increasing the length of whole cavity. 

L
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1
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h
 =
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(c) 

Figure 3.22.  (a) The layout of Filter A with dimensions. (b) The topology of Filter A. (c) 

Frequency response of Filter A. 

For validation, two filters denoted by filter A and filter B, are designed with reshaped 

compact feeding structure and metal-air slot resonators, as shown in Figure 3.22 (a) and 

Figure 3.23 (a). Both filters are based on the round air-slotted resonator with the outer 

rectangular metal box for integrated printing. Filter A is purposely designed with 

asymmetrical TZs that have the central frequency located at 5.02 GHz, return loss of 15 

dB, 14.8% FBW, and first TZ (fz1) located at 5.52 GHz. Figure 3.22 (b) illustrates the 
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topology of the filter, where all couplings are capacitive-dominant coupling to achieve 

asymmetrical TZs. This is obtained by selecting the suitable values of parameters g1 and 

g2. According to Figure. 3.10, when g1 or g2 are chosen to be larger, the TZ will always 

be located at the upper stopband even if ds is very small. It should be stated that all 

adjacent resonators will present an equivalent series circuit in this case. Considering the 

places of TZs, the electric and magnetic coupling coefficients are calculated as 

km(1,2) = km(5,6) = 0.2719; ke(1,2) = ke(5,6) = 0.4099; km(2,3) = km(4,5) = 0.2019; 

 ke(2,3) = ke(4,5) = 0.3212; km(3,4) = 0.1716; ke(3,4) = 0.2814. 

The final dimensions can be determined using the same extraction procedure as for the 

four-order filter and combining CST full-wave optimization, as shown in Figure 3.22 (a). 

The results of CM of the topology (Figure 3.22 (b)) and EM simulation of the physical 

structure (Figure 3.22 (a)) are plotted together in Figure 3.22(c), where both results 

matched well. The little differences are caused because the EM simulation takes into the 

count of the actual environments. Three TZs are generated as expected that TZ1 is 

produced by mixed-coupling k(3,4), and TZ2 andTZ3 are produced by k(2,3) and k(1,2), 

respectively. The three TZs remarkably improved the rejection performance of the filter.   

Furthermore, to demonstrate that this type of air-slotted resonator is also applicable to 

filters with symmetrical TZs, Filter B has a pair of rectangular metal posts added between 

the middle two resonators, as shown in Figure 3.23 (a). Filter B is designed at a centre 

frequency of 4.95 GHz, 15 dB in-band return loss, and 12.8% FBW. The fz1 and fz2 are 

located at 4.59 and 5.39 GHz, respectively. Figure 3.23 (b) gives the topology of the filter 

where k(3,4) is inductive-dominant coupling, and others are capacitive-dominant. The 

length (lmp) and the width (Wmp) of the metal posts can control the inductive-dominant 

coupling. It is intuitive to see that a larger length or width can get larger inductive-

dominant coupling. The electric and magnetic coupling coefficients are calculated as 

km(1,2) = km(5,6) = 0.3223; ke(1,2) = ke(5,6) = 0.4328; km(2,3) = km(4,5) = 0.2295; 

ke(2,3) = ke(4,5) = 0.3241; km(3,4) = 0.4985; ke(3,4) = 0.4288. 

The extracted process described in Section 3.3 applies here to determine the dimensions, 

as shown in Figure 3.23 (a). The simulation results between CM and EM are shown in 

Figure 3.23 (c), where the desired TZs are obtained. Among them, TZ1 is produced by 

mixed-coupling k(3,4), while TZ2 and TZ3 are generated by k(2,3) and k(1,2), respectively. 
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Figure 3.23.  (a) The layout of Filter B with dimensions. (b) The topology of Filter B. (c) 

Frequency response of Filter B. 

3.5.2 Manufacturing and Measurement 

For experimental validation, Filter A was selected to be printed using AM500Q Additive 

Manufacturing Machine [29] provided by Renishaw Plc with a layer thickness of 30 μm.  

The powder used is the same as for the fourth-order filter. Compared with the AM250Q 

printer, the AM500Q has a faster printing speed with multi-lasers. Figure 3.24 shows the 

under-printing status of the 6-pole filter, where the purple color is metal supports added 

manually. The left part of Figure 3.24 shows the two pieces of the 6-pole filter, while the 

right part shows the two pieces of a single resonator for presenting the printing detail.  

Figure 3.25 shows the printed Filter A prototype. Even with complex internal structures, 

the model was printed with only two pieces, as shown in Figure 3.25, reducing the 
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fabrication and assembly process and errors. Benefiting from integrated printing, the 

thickness of the sidewall of the rectangular box was only 3.5 mm, which makes the 

footprint more compact.  The measured and simulated results are shown in Figure 3.26, 

where both results are agreed very well even without the post-polishing process. In detail, 

the measured f0 and BW are 5.01 GHz and 745 MHz, respectively. The filter exhibits 

excellent stopband performance, with the first spurious passband appearing at around 3f0 

(13.65 GHz). The maximum return loss is approximately 15 dB. The higher in-band loss 

(0.45dB) than simulated (0.15dB) is mainly caused by the rough surface and lower 

conductivity of powder particles. 
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Figure 3.24. The layout of Filter under printing. 

 

Figure 3.25.  Printed model of Filter A. 

Table 3.3 compared the designed two six-pole filters with other compact metal combline 

filters in terms of frequency, fractal bandwidth, size, and Qu. As it can be observed, the 

proposed six-pole filters present the smallest size compared with others while remaining 

competitive Qu values. Specifically, the designed filters can reduce the longitudinal 

dimensions highly without increasing profiles. Concerning the topology is pretty simple 

and controllable TZs, the proposed waveguide loaded air slotted resonator is a good 

candidate for quasi-elliptic inline bandpass filters applications.   
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Figure 3.26.  Compared frequency response of Filter A. 

Table 3.3 Comparison With Other Published Works 

   Ref 

 

Fabrication 

Method 

f0 FBW Order 
Size 

(λ× λ× λ) 

 

Qu 

 

[16] CNC 1.54 3.12% 6 0.2×0.2×1.01 4500 

[25] CNC 2.14 2.81% 6 0.2×0.2×0.98 1425 

[26] 
Non-metal 

Printing 
3 1.67% 4 0.75×0.54×0.54 1200 

Filter A Metal printing 5.02 14.8% 6 0.18×0.23×0.75 2130 

Filter B Metal printing 4.95 12.8% 6 0.18×0.23×0.75 2210 

 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter presented a waveguide loaded air slots resonator with a comprehensive 

analysis for the first time. Based on the resonator, one fourth-order and two sixth-order 

inline mixed-coupling BPFs are designed. Compared with traditional inline BPFs, the 

designed filters eliminate the use of shielding walls or other extra structures, which 

improved the Qu of the high-order filter instead of worsening. This makes these filters 

have compact sizes but higher Qu values. For experimental validation, direct metal 3-D 

printing technology is utilized to print the designed filter models. The printed pieces were 

measured entirely, including the RF responses and mechanical tolerances, which provide 

the critical experiences for applying 3D metal printing technology to design advanced 

passive components in the following chapters.  
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CHAPTER 4 

3D Metal Printed Compact High-Q Folded Waveguide Filter With 

Folded Antenna   

4.1 Introduction 

The success of using 3D printing technology to design advanced inline filters promotes 

further investigation of more high-performance passive components. It is known that 

component miniaturization is urgently demanded in the radio frequency (RF) front-end 

with the evolution of modern wireless communication systems. In practice, both filters 

and antennas occupy a significant portion of the entire system footprint. For reducing the 

occupied spaces, the concept of the filtering antenna that has both radiating and filtering 

functions simultaneously was proposed and studied in the past few years [1]-[18]. Due to 

the traditional matching circuits removed between the antennas and filters, these works 

showed advantages at reducing the profiles and improving transmission efficiency.  

In general, there are codesign method and synthesis approaches investigated for designing 

filtering antennas. The codesign method is often adopted in planar structures of filtering 

antennas, whereas the synthesis approach is preferred for the nonplanar ones such as 

waveguide slot antennas or horn antennas. The planar filtering antennas have lighter 

weights, smaller sizes, while the nonplanar ones perform better in filtering action and 

quality factors. The prototype filters with a high-quality (-Q) factor are more attractive 

than low-Q planar filtering antennas in Satcom applications as they could present lower 

insertion loss and better frequency selectivity.  

Cavity resonators, including substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) and metal waveguide 

resonators, are often used to design high-Q prototype filters to incorporate with different 

antennas [5]-[18]. In [10] [11], SIW cavity filters with unloaded Q (Qu) value ~1000 

integrated with slot antennas are proposed and tested. Benefiting from the high-Q, the 

efficiency of the filtering antenna was more than 95% while maintaining a good 

selectivity. Furthermore, Xun et al. proposed a synthesis approach to integrating high-Q 

filter/antennas seamlessly at different frequencies and bandwidths in [12] and then 

applied this method to design various filter/antennas successfully in [13]-[18]. Among 

them, the vertical stacked SIW technique was adopted to reduce the transverse footprints 

of the filtering antenna to design high–Q slot filtering antennas [17] [18]. As a result, 

near-zero transition loss between the antenna and filter was achieved with reduced 
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transversal sizes. In addition, a filtering array with low sidelobe levels was conducted 

using the coupling matrix synthesis theory in [15]. Although these works obtained desired 

results, miniaturized filtering antennas are still needed because the filter prototypes are 

all based on full-wavelength resonators. The frequency selectivity is not so well in the 

lack of introducing transmission zeros (TZs). In addition, a de-tuning process is needed 

because the radiator will shift the centre frequency of the last order. Meanwhile, a higher 

Qu than 1200 is hard to achieve because of the limitation of SIW [19]. 

It is well known that metal waveguide resonators can obtain the highest Qu and greater 

robustness but at the price of bulky volume. For obtaining compact waveguide cavity 

resonators while maintaining the high-Q value, the folded-waveguide resonator (FWGR) 

was proposed in [20] and applied to design filters successfully in [21]-[23]. These works 

obtained similar high-Q properties to conventional waveguide resonators while reducing 

the size to quarter wavelength. However, no work has reported high-order quasi-elliptic 

bandpass filter design based on FWGR, which would also present some challenges for 

traditional machining because of the internal thin metal plate structure. In addition, the 

extra loss brought during the fabrication and assembly process would need to be taken 

into account [22] [23]. In Chapter 3, direct metal 3D printing has demonstrated its 

superiority for investigating high-performance components using novel topologies, which 

will further exploit this to design and fabricate a high-Q filtering antenna based on FWGR 

technology. 

In this chapter, the fan-shaped folded waveguide resonator (FSFWGR) was proposed to 

achieve a more compact size than its counterparts, such as a rectangular folded waveguide 

or triangular folded waveguide [20]-[23].  Section 4.2 presents a comprehensive analysis 

of the resonator and its comparison with non-standard circular waveguide resonators. 

Then Section 4.3 gives the synthesis process of the 4-pole filter, which is used as a 

reference for the filter/antenna system. Furthermore, the filtering antenna synthesis 

procedure is described in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 details the practical implementation of 

3D metal manufacturing, including the printing direction and sensitivity analysis. The 

measured results are also given and discussed in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 summarizes the 

main results of this chapter. 

4.2 Resonant Analysis 

The physical configuration of the proposed fan-shaped folded waveguide resonator 

(FSFWGR) is shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of the internal metal plate (yellow part) and 
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the outer metal box (blue part). The dimensions of the internal metal plate are determined 

by the thickness (t), length (L1), and arc angle (θ). And the L0 and H0 are the length and 

height of the surrounding fan-shaped box, respectively. The angle of the surrounding box 

is fixed as 45°. The two slots denoted by g1 and g2 can adjust the resonant frequency and 

Qu easily. The two slots functioned as mimic magnetic walls that allow electromagnetic 

fields to continue from one half to the other of the folded waveguide resonator [21]. Note 

that two reasons prompt us to adopt the fan shape resonator to design components. One 

is that the fan shape is more compact than the triangular shape. For example, Figure 4.2 

shows that with the same volumes and centre frequency (f0 = 6.0 GHz), the Qu of the fan 

shape resonator is larger than the triangular one. Another reason is that fan shape is much 

more challenging using traditional CNC technology manufacturing but suitable for 3D 

printing, which could explore more feasibilities of 3D metal printing techniques.  

L1

Slots

L0

H
0

t


 

Figure 4.1.  The configuration of the Fan-Shaped Folded-waveguide resonator. 

 

Figure 4.2. Comparison of the fan-shaped folded waveguide resonator and triangular 

folded waveguide resonator. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the electrical field distributions of the fundamental mode in 

FSFWGR and a TM101 mode in a circular waveguide resonator using full-wave 

electromagnetic (EM) simulation software. As the resonant mode of FSFWGR resembles 

a portion of the TM101 mode of circular waveguide, it can be expected to have some high-

Q property with a significantly small size or volume. In order to validate this, Table I 
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shows the comparison results of geometric size along with simulated Qu of a circular 

waveguide and FSFWGR at the same fundamental resonant frequency. The ratio of Qu of 

both resonators is almost constant at all heights. Although the Qu of the proposed 

FSFWGR is less than half of the circular waveguide, the volume is six times smaller. 

 

 

            (a)                                           (b) 

Figure 4.3.  Electrical field distribution. (a) Circular waveguide. (b) FSFWGR. 

        Table 4.1 Comparison of The Cavity and Proposed Resonators 

Height 

Fan shape folded waveguide 

resonator  

(radius = 22mm, θ = 45°) 

Circular waveguide 

resonator 

 (radius = 19.5mm) 

f0(GHz) Qu f0(GHz) Qu 

7 mm 6.03 1885 6.03 4710 

11 mm 6.04 2731 6.04 6410 

15 mm 6.04 3056 6.04 7708 

 

For further investigation of the Qu of the FSFWGR, Figure 4.4 plots the Q-factor and the 

resonance frequency versus physical parameters. Unless otherwise stated, the metal in 

this work is aluminum (σ = 3.56 × 107 S/m). All physical dimensions are fixed as follows 

except the one varying for simulation (unit: mm): L0 = 22.0, H0 = 7.0, L1 = 21, g1 = 1.0, t 

= 1.0. It should be noted that adjusting L1 and g1 is equivalent to adjusting the parameters 

of g2 and θ but easier to control. From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that L1 (g2) and g1 (θ) are 

two key parameters for controlling Qu and resonant frequency. The shorter L1 or larger 

g1, the higher Qu and frequency. Hence, a compromise is made between the frequency 

and Qu. The parameter t has a relatively small effect on these two properties; therefore, 

that is fixed as 1.0 mm considering the tolerance and robustness of the fabricating process. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the Q-factor curve is less smooth because the step of 

each variable is a little large.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.4. Simulated Qu versus the physical parameters: (a) L1, (b) g1, and (c) t.  
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4.3 Fourth-order Prototype Filter Design 

Following the analysis in Section 4.2, the FSFWGR can be exploited to design compact 

high-Q bandpass filters (BPFs). This section describes the design procedure in detail, with 

the filter centered at 6.0 GHz and a 400 MHz bandwidth. In addition, the Qu and 

narrowband rejection (f0  400 MHz) are requested for larger than 1500 and -30 dB, 

respectively. With the consideration of the above specifications, the design starts with the 

choice of the resonators. Referring to Figure 4.4, the dimensions of the resonator are 

chosen as (units: mm) L0 = 22, L1 = 20.5, H0 =7.0, t = 1.0, g1 = 1.0 with Qu more than 

1700. Subsequently, the two critical steps are to extract internal and external coupling 

coefficients given in the next subsection.  

4.3.1 Internal and External Coupling 

As shown in Figure 4.5, the coaxial cables with 50-ohm port impedance are utilized to 

obtain the required external coupling (Qe) values. The coaxial pin tapped to the internal 

metal plate directly. Moving the coaxial probe in the horizontal direction (dport_H) or 

vertical direction (dport_V), different Qe values can be extracted using the eigenmode 

direct extracting method or Equation (4.1) described in Section 2.4.   

0 max

4
eQ

 
=                                                       (4.1) 

where ɷ0 is the resonant frequency while τmax is the maximum value of group delay of S11 

at resonance. Figure 4.6 illustrates the various simulated Qe values concerning the 

direction distance that effective control to the Qe can be observed in the vertical direction. 

Note that the probe feeding will shift the resonant frequency a little higher. 

-dport_H dport_H

 

Figure 4.5. Structures of the input/output (I/O) resonator with single port feeding. 
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Figure 4.6.  Extracted Qe versus the feeding position. 

In order to achieve the compact sizes of the high-order filter, two types of internal 

coupling are adopted here: horizontal intersect coupling and vertical inductive window 

coupling, as shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and Fig. 4.7 (b), respectively. Both couplings are 

inductive, and the inductive window coupling behaved as the conventional magnetic 

window coupling. The intersect coupling allows the current to flow through the slots 

between two adjacent resonators, as shown in Figure 4.7 (a). Furthermore, the entire 

footprint of the filter can be reduced further due to the intersection. The coupling 

coefficients (k) of both coupling methods can be extracted using the extracting process 

described in Section 2.4. Figure 4.8 gives the coupling coefficients between the adjacent 

cavities as a function of the intersect depth (Mov_C) and aperture sizes (L_C, W_C). The 

curves of k were obtained by considering the frequencies feven and fodd of a 2-pole filter 

with Equation 4.2 

2 2

2 2

even odd

even odd

f f
k

f f

−
=

+
                                                     (4.2) 

As shown in Figure 4.8, the intersect coupling can get an extensive range of k as the 

conventional inductive window coupling. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.7. Front and side view of inner coupling. (a) intersect coupling. (b) inductive 

window coupling. 

 

Figure 4.8. Extracted k versus the physical parameters. 

4.3.2 Transmission Zeros 

For meeting the requirements of the narrowband rejection, TZs were introduced for 

improving the stopband performances. It is well known that cross-coupling between the 

first and last resonator can achieve symmetrical TZs at each side of the passband, which 

is often used in the filter design. Figure 4.9 (a) shows the traditional physical realization, 

where a metal probe is used to produce the required negative or electrical coupling. 

However, the metal probe is overhanging, leading to the dielectric supports usually being 

needed. This means the metal probe cannot be printed together with the remaining metal 

parts. Herein, the slots negative coupling is proposed to achieve the same function 

simplifying the printing process, as shown in Figure 4.9 (b). To validate this, Figure 4.10 

compares EM simulated results of the slots coupling (g3) and inductive window coupling 
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(W_C) of a 2-pole filter with weak feed coupling. As shown, assuming the unchanged 

mode is even mode, the sign of k of inductive coupling would be positive while the sign 

of k of slots coupling would be negative according to Equation (4.2). This verified that 

slots coupling could function as the metal probe to produce negative coupling between 

the first and last resonator, and TZs should be expected. 

Metal Probe g3
g3

 

                                   (a)                                                                (b) 

Figure 4.9. Side and front view of the negative coupling between the first resonator and 

the fourth resonator. (a) metal probe negative coupling. (b) slots negative coupling. 

 

Figure 4.10.  Simulated S21 of a two-order FSFWGR filter with weak feeding. 

4.3.3 Frequency and Bandwidth Tuning 

• Frequency Tuning 

For a narrowband cavity bandpass filter, frequency tuning is usually needed concerning 

the fabrication tolerances. As discussed in Section 2.3, the metal screws or posts can tune 

frequencies, also available for the FSFWGR. Figure 4.11 (a) and Figure 4.12 (a) show the 

places of the tuning screws of the 2-pole filters with two inner coupling methods. For all 
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tuning screws, the radius and depth into the cavity of the screws are denoted by r_t and 

l_t, respectively. With r_t fixed as 0.9mm, Figure 4.11 (b) and Figure 4.12 (b) give the 

simulated S11 as a function of depth into the cavity (l_t). As can be seen, with screws 

going into the cavity, the center frequency of both coupling will gradually decrease while 

the fractal bandwidth (FBW) is almost unchanged.  

Tuning Screws
Tuning Screws

 

                                          (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 4.11. (a) Configuration of the frequency tuning for intersected coupling. (b)         

Frequency tuning versus l_t.                                  

Tuning Screws

       

                                            (a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 4.12. (a) Configuration of the frequency tuning for inductive window coupling. (b) 

Frequency tuning versus l_t.          

• Bandwidth Tuning 

For the bandwidth tuning, there are two methods to achieve bandwidth tuning for the 

intersecting coupling, as shown in Figure 4.13 (a) and Figure 4.14 (a). Increasing the 

depth of the screws into the cavity (l_r) can tune bandwidth slightly, as shown in Figure 

4.13 (b) and Figure 4.14(b). However, by comparing the simulated results, it can be found 

that the placement of screws in Figure 4.14 (b) has a more extensive bandwidth tuning 

range than Figure 4.13 (b). In addition, the method of Figure 4.14 (b) would also shift the 

centre frequency slightly, which might be used to tune the frequency and bandwidth 

simultaneously.  
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Then the bandwidth tuning for the inductive window coupling is shown in Figure 4.15(a), 

where the tuning screws are put at the centre of the inductive window. Similarly, 

increasing the length of l_t allows the bandwidth to be tuned gradually while keeping the 

centre frequency almost unchanged, as shown in Figure 4.15 (b) 

Tuning Screws

l_
t

 

                                      (a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 4.13. (a) Configuration of the little bandwidth tuning for intersected coupling. (b) 

Frequency tuning versus l_t.          

Tuning Screws

 

                    (a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 4.14. (a) Configuration of the large bandwidth tuning for intersected coupling. (b) 

Frequency tuning versus l_t.        

 

Tuning Screws

          

                          (a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 4.15. (a) Configuration of the bandwidth tuning for inductive window coupling. 

(b) Frequency tuning versus l_t.        
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4.3.4 Fourth-Order Filter Realization 

For demonstration, a four-order bandpass filter prototype with the listed specifications is 

designed based on the above analysis and design curves. A pair of TZs located at 5.65 

GHz and 6.37 GHz was introduced to improve the stopband's selectivity. The layout of 

the filter is shown in Figure 4.16 (b), where the green metal cylinders are frequency tuning 

screws and the blue ones are bandwidth tuning screws. Additionally, the purple metal 

screws can tune frequency and bandwidth simultaneously, as discussed previously. The 

topology of the filter is shown in Figure 4.16 (a), where S/L denotes the input and output 

port, each node represents a resonator. The solid line represents the primary path coupling 

based on the magnetic/inductive coupling, and the dashed line means cross electrical/slots 

coupling. This non-adjacent coupling creates a negative coupling that enables to produce 

TZs at both sides of the passband. According to the coupling matrix theory described in 

Section 2.9, the required design values of the inner and external coupling coefficients can 

be given 

 
1 4 15.3066s LQ Q= =                                                   (4.3) 

 
12 34 23 140.0572, 0.052, 0.0144.k k k k= = = = −                         (4.4) 

Referring to the above analysis curves and combining the optimization of CST, the final 

sizes of the filter can be obtained, as shown in Figure 4.16. The final simulated results of 

the designed filter using the slots negative coupling and the traditional metal probe 

negative coupling are plotted together for comparison in Figure 4.17. As presented, the 

TZ that appeared at 5.66 GHz is very close to the conventional method, while another one 

is not obvious as expected. This might be attributed to the fact that the electrical coupling 

produced by the slots is not strong as the metal probe. Nonetheless, the filter still meets 

the requirements with the center frequency of 6.0 GHz, the bandwidth of 400 MHz, and 

narrowband rejection of -40 and -35 dB in the lower and upper side of the passband, 

respectively. Since the filter will be used as a reference filter, the printed configuration 

and measured S parameters will be given in Section 4.5. 

1 2 3 4 L
k12(+) k23(+) k34(+)kS1(+) k4L(+)

k14(-)

S
 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 4.16.  (a) Topology of the filter. (b) Configuration of the four-pole filter with 

following dimesnison: g3 = 0.78 mm, L_c = 11.65 mm, W_c = 7.62 mm, Mov_C = 3.67 

mm, dport_H = 1.8 mm, dport_V = 1.3 mm.  

 

Figure 4.17.  (a) Wideband responses of the proposed 4-pole filter. (b) Comparison of 

responses of the four-order filter with metal probe and slots negative coupling. 

4.4 Filtering Antenna Synthesis 

Although the last order of a reference filter could be used as the radiator and resonator 

simultaneously to achieve the filter /antenna, it results in a low equivalent Q for the filter 

and a small gain for the antenna. In addition, it will also bring the de-tuning process. In 

order to maintain the integrity of the filter, an extra curved folded antenna is introduced 

in this design. Since the footprint of both the filter and antenna are very compact, and 

space is utilized effectively, the entire footprint of the filter/antenna is still relatively small.  

4.4.1 Configuration of The Filter /Antenna 

The typical structure of the folded antenna is given in Figure 4.18 (a) for comparison. The 

basic configuration of the proposed filtering antenna is shown in Figure 4.18 (b), which 

consists of an above reference filter, an inclined metal probe, and a curved patch radiation 

element located at the top side of the metal box. Compared with traditional folded 
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antennas, the right inclined sidewall can be seen as the ground, while the part area of the 

left sidewall (denoted by dc) can be regarded as the shorting wall. The curved surface of 

the patch radiation element is defined by Equation (4.5) 

2 2( )a a ak W h +                                                      (4.5) 

where Wa, ha, ka are length, height, and curve degree factors of the curved patch. The ka 

can adjust the radiation beam pattern due to the inclined ground. In addition, a long metal 

probe inside the cavity is used as the antenna feeding (feed-end) source. The rotation 

angle (θa) and radius of the metal probe (Rp) can control the feeding position and quality 

factor of the antenna (Qa). Another end of the metal probe is connected to the feeding 

point of the prototype filter (connect-end). It should be noted that to avoid affecting the 

performance of the filter, a gap (>1.0 mm) between the metal probe and metal plate is 

necessary. The integrated filter/antenna can be designed with the above arrangements, 

validated in the following subsection.                                                

 

(a) 

θa

Metal probe

Ground Wall

Shorting Wall

Gap 

( > 1.0 mm)

Connect-end

 

(b) 

Figure 4.18. (a) 3D view of the traditional folded antenna [24]. (b) Configuration of the 

filter/antenna with one radiation element. 
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4.4.2 Equivalent Circuit Model and Physical Realization 

For synthesizing the filtering antenna and extracting the circuit components, the 

equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 4.19. In Figure 4.19 (a), the θ represents a matching 

transmission line (TL) between the curved patch surface and ground denoted by dc. In 

addition, the Xa denotes the resonant reactance, and Ra corresponds to the antenna 

radiation resistance. Assuming the TL is lossless, the TL and antenna can be incorporated 

together as a new antenna load, and with the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.19 (b). 

Note that the same circuit part as Figure 4.19 (a) was removed to highlight the change. 

The left part of Figure 4.19 (b) can also be transformed into the TL equivalent circuit, as 

shown in the right part. The input impedance is found by  

1in pZ jX Z= +                                                          (4.6) 

where Xp is the metal probe reactance that is given by 

0 2
ln( ) 0.57721
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h
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= − 

  
                                   (4.7) 

with 
02  = . Z1 or 1/Y1 is obtained from the TL equivalent circuit, which is  
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+ −
= +
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                               (4.8) 

with Y0 is the characteristic impedance, and Ys is the reactance associated with power near 

the radiating edge. According to Equation (5) in [24], Y0 is strongly dependent on the ratio 

of Wa /dc. Herein, it is not necessary to calculate the accurate value of Zin but to know 

that the reactance of Zin might be capacitive or inductive. Specifically, the sign of the 

reactance of the new antenna load also depends on the TL (Wa, dc) with the condition of 

Xp is always larger than zero (Rp < 2.0 mm).  

To confirm this, Figure 4.20 plots the LC values of the standalone curved folded antenna 

with different dc. All dimensions are fixed as the following except the one that is varied 

(units: mm): Wa = 22, ha = 10.1, dc = 6.4, Rp = 1.27, θa = 45°. As shown in Figure 4.20, 

with dc increasing from 5.5 mm to 9 mm, the L and C can be switched between negative 

and positive signs. Also, the sign of L and C is always opposite, so when L is positive, 

the equivalent of the new antenna load can be modeled as a series circuit. And When L is 

negative, the equivalent of the new antenna load can be modeled as parallel circuits. 

Hence, with the existence of the TL, the equivalent circuit of the new antenna load can be 
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modeled as series or parallel RLC circuits, which means any type of antenna can be 

integrated regardless of the circuit of the antenna itself. Assume the new antenna load is 

the series RLC circuit, then the L4, C4 of the last resonator can be incorporated into the 

reactance part of another new antenna load as shown in Figure 4.19 (c) with La'' = L4 + 

La', Ca'' = C4 + Ca'. The circuit in the right part of Figure 4.19 (c) can then be used to 

synthesize the filter/antenna. The antenna, TL, and the fourth resonator become the last 

stage of the filter/antenna and work as a radiator simultaneously.                        

K12

C1L1

K23 K34

L2 C2 L3 C3 L4 C4
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(b) 

Input 
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'
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'
 

La' ' Ca' ' 

K34

 

(c) 

Figure 4.19.  Equivalent circuit model. (a) Original. (b) Combined with TL. (c) combined 

with the last resonator.  

 

Figure 4.20.  Extracted LC values of antenna load shown in Figure 4.19 (b)  versus dc.  
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For designing a filter/antenna, the quality factor (Qa) of the filtering antenna and center 

frequency (f0) of the filter prototype are two critical factors for the synthesis.  According 

to Figure 4.19 (c), f0 is given by  

0
1

2 a a

f
L C

=
 

                                                      (4.9) 

which may be slightly different from the antenna center frequency 1 2a a af L C=  due 

to the existence of the TL. The fa can be determined by ha and dc (ha + dc ≈ λ/4) that ha is 

smaller than a customarily folded antenna due to the curvature. Then in order to achieve 

the same S11 responses as the reference filter, the Qa must have the same value as the Qext 

of the filter, which is defined as 

0 0 4 0 0 42 2 2 2a a
a

a a a a

f L f L f L f L
Q

R R R R

    
= = + =                        (4.10) 

where R0 is the input impedance of the reference filter. 

Firstly, assume Ra = R0, then La’ = 0 refer to Equation (4.10), which means a perfect 

matching between filter and antenna. If Ra ≠ R0, the desired Qa can be obtained only by 

adjusting La’ depending on TL and antenna parameters such as dc, ha, wa, θa, ka. At this 

stage, one thing needs to be noted: the fa does not need to be precisely fixed to f0, and a 

rough frequency is enough because the Qa varies relatively slowly with frequency. For 

example, the parameter dc can change fa quickly but has little effect on Qa, as shown in 

Figure 4.21. After meeting the requirements of Qa, the fa can be easily adjusted using 

other parameters (ha, wa) when connected to the filter. Figure 4.22 gives the EM simulated 

results of the S11 response as the function of dc, which showed that adjusting the dc has a 

negligible impact on f0 (although fa did change) but can control Qa effectively. This also 

proved again that the fa could be different from f0 when extracting the Qa. 

 

Figure 4.21.  Extracted Qa and fa shown in Figure 4.19(b) versus dc. 
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Figure 4.22. Simulated S11 of the filter /antenna versus dc. 

To this end, the complete design process is summarized as follows. First, select the initial 

length of the curved folded antenna according to the length of ha and dc, then extract Qa 

based on Equation (4.8) and Figure 4.21. Although many factors can control the Qa, only 

three fundamental parameters are needed to be tuned (dc, ha, and θa), which is a 

straightforward task with the optimization function of CST. Subsequently, reflector and 

director radiation elements are added to improve the gain, as shown in Figure 4.23. It 

should be noted that a metal cylinder support (green colour) is added compared with 

Figure 4.18. to make sure the inclined metal probe can be printed successfully. The added 

support will not affect the in-band responses with selected place and radius, for which the 

details will be discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, in addition to the above three parameters, 

another three (ha1, ha3, dc1) are also aimed to be optimized with the goal of S11 below -20 

dB. The dynamic range of each parameter was set to be  10 % away from the initial 

values. The final dimensions are soon obtained and given in Figure 4.23. The simulated 

results of the reference filter and filter/antenna are plotted together in Figure 4.24. As it 

is shown, the filter/antenna system exhibits the same filtering function as the reference 

filter, which proves the effectiveness of the above synthesis process. It should be stated 

again that although the proposed matching method needs extra antennas, the entire 

footprint is very compact by carefully choosing an antenna while avoiding the de-tuning 

process of the last resonator of the prototype.  

In general, the selectivity of the filter/antenna is pretty good due to the introduction of the 

TZs. Both filter and filtering antenna are centred at the frequency of 6.0 GHz with an 

FBW of 6.67%, as desired. And the maximum return loss of the filter prototype and 

filtering antenna is -20 dB and -18 dB, respectively. The overall efficiency across the 

passband is around 97% which is calculated using gain/directivity. The simulated average 

gain and directivity using CST are found to be 6.92 and 6.71 dBi, respectively. 
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θa

Metal probe

Cylinder Supports  

Figure 4.23.  Configuration of three elements filter /antenna with following dimensions: 

ha1 = 6.15mm, ha2 = 11.09mm, ha3 = 4.23mm, dc1 = 6.39mm, dc2 = 6.48mm, Wa = 

21.45mm, Rp = 0.75mm, θa = 45°. 

 

Figure 4.24.  EM and measured responses of the filter and filter/antenna. 

 

4.5 3D Printed Prototypes 

4.5.1 Printing Discussion 

For experimental demonstration, all designed models were fabricated by Renishaw PLC 

using an AM500Q printer with a layer thickness of 30 µm. The metal powder, 

ALSi10Mg-0403 (σ = 2.56 × 107 S/m), is composed of aluminum alloy with 10% silicon, 

along with other minor elements. The powder allows printing the models that maintain 

high conductivity while obtaining other better features such as lighter weight and stronger 

robustness than pure aluminum [25] [26]. 

Figure 4.25 illustrates the status check before printing using the software called 

“Renishaw Quant AM,” where the color (blue and red) cylinder supports are generated 

by the software automatically [25]. The CAD file (.step file) can be exported from CST 

directly. The blue means the supports in this area might be needed, while the red means 
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that support is necessary. It should be noted here that the supports would be printed using 

the same metal powder. As shown, referring to the printing direction, supports are 

required only in those screw holes that are easily removed after printing. The θs is called 

safe build angle that one part could be printed successfully with θs is no more than 55°. 

Following this rule, even with complex inside structures and the inclined metal probe, 

only one support might be needed to print filter-part, as shown in Figure 4.25 (a). Here, 

the support is might be required because the angle of the incline (θa) is 45° in Figure 4.23. 

It should be noted that the accuracy place or the radius of the support generated by the 

software is uncontrollable during the printing process that could affect the in-band 

responses. For instance, we put cylinder support manually before printing to ensure 

printing the inclined probe will be successful, as shown in Figure 4.23. The cylinder 

support with a selected place and a diameter of 1.0 mm does not affect the in-band 

responses. Hence, the added support does not need to be removed after manufacturing 

which simplifies the post-processing. In addition, for the antenna piece (Figure 4.25 (b)), 

it can be seen that the curved degree of the antenna elements (θa’) is much less than 55°, 

which means it also can be printed well in the printing direction.  

In conclusion, the models designed in this thesis achieved self-supported structures that 

could be printed from bottom to top directly without any inclination angle or supports.  
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                                       (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 4.25. Parts under printing. (a) Filter-part. (b) Antenna-part. 

4.5.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

For high-Q cavity filters, tolerance analysis is often required before fabrication. For the 

metal 3D printing process, the manufacturing error often comes from two aspects. One is 

the tolerance of the printer, which is ± 0.1mm [25], and another is the top surface 

roughness which is around 15µm [26]. It should be noted here that the resolution could 
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be much smaller than this that depending on the model’s direction and geometry. The 

models in this work would have smaller tolerances because of their self-supported 

structures, as stated above. However, to examine the worst-case scenario, we would set 

the threshold value as 0.15mm, which is enough for sensitive analysis. The -0.1 mm 

tolerance analysis is ignored because this error usually does not appear for the AM500Q 

printer, according to our experiences.  

Referring to Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.25, there are five critical parameters for the filter 

to analyze in the printing direction, which are g1, g2, g3, L_C, and W_C. In addition, in 

the direction that is normal to the printing direction (denoted by the purple arrow), only 

parameter t needs to be considered. Figure 4.26 shows the simulated curves for the 

sensitivity analysis. As it is shown, only g1 shifts the center frequency a little while, others 

are less sensitive to the manufacturing tolerance even when the worst situation is 

considered. Furthermore, the RF properties of the low frequency (compared with 

millimeter band) and wideband (> 5%) can also explain the reduced sensitivity of the 

filter. In summary, considering the low sensitivity and without post work after 

manufacturing the filter, we did not add tuning screws. 

 

Figure 4.26.  Simulated S-parameters of the sensitivity analysis. 

4.5.3 Experiment Results 

The models were all printed using the AM500Q printer, which is different from the printer 

of AM250Q used in the first project. It should be noted here that except for the printing 

speed and precision, the main printing process of the AM500Q printer is the same as the 

AM250Q printer.  The fabricated prototypes of the filter and filter antenna are shown in 

Figure 4.27, which finished well without supports. After measurement using the digital 
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ruler, the average fabrication error was only around 50 µm. The measured comparison 

results of S-parameters are shown in Figure 4.24. As shown, the measured results of the 

filter and filter/antennas are agreed well with simulated ones. The same filtering function 

as the filter of the filter/antenna can be observed. The TZs highly improved the selectivity 

of the stopband of both components. The measured center frequency is 5.99 GHz which 

is very close compared with simulated 6.0 GHz. The insertion loss of the filter is only 

0.45 dB due to the high–Q of this type of resonator. The measured Q value is around 1640. 

In addition, the gain of the filtering antenna was measured and plotted versus frequency, 

as shown in Figure 4.24. The measured bandwidth (S11 < -15 dB) of the filtering antenna 

is 6.43%. The measured average gain across the passband is around 5.9 dBi with 85.8% 

of efficiency. The measured radiation patterns of both E- and H- planes of the 

filter/antenna are shown in Figure 4.28. This demonstrates that the integrated folded 

antenna can function with a 7.35% FBW (S11 < -10dB), which is larger than the bandwidth 

(≈ 4.5%) of a probe–fed standalone patch antenna. 

Filter Filtering antenna

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.27. (a) Fabricated prototypes. (b) Testing setup. 
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                                      E- plane                                          H- plane 

Figure 4.28.  Simulated and measured radiation pattern. 

4.6 Summary 

A compact high-Q FSFWGR has been presented and analyzed in this chapter. A fourth-

order BPF with a pair of TZs has been designed then used as the reference filter of the 

high–Q filter/antenna based on the resonator. The design process has been detailed 

including obtaining inner coupling, external coupling and TZs. For keeping the integrity 

of the filter, an extra curved folded antenna was utilized due to its compact size. The 

synthesis process for extracting the antenna center frequency ( fa ) and Qa is illustrated 

and employed to integrate the filter and antenna. As a result, the integrated filter/antenna 

achieved the same filtering selectivity as the filter. For experimental validation, 3-D metal 

printing technology was used to print the models, which showed promising results for 

further R&D exploiting advanced design and manufacturing using 3-D metal printing 

techniques for 5G/6G applications. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Compact 3D Metal Printed Filtering Antenna Based on Strong 

Coupling Resonator 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4, direct metal 3D printing technology has shown advantages in designing and 

fabricating multi-function passive components even with complex structures. Also, a new 

filtering antenna theory was proposed for maintaining the integrity of the filter prototype. 

With the support of these experiences, in this chapter, a novel metal resonator is 

investigated to design more compact and high-performance filtering antennas.    

Strong coupling technology or resonator has demonstrated that it can highly reduce the 

size [1]-[4]. The typical strong coupling resonator, as shown in Figure 5.1, consists of 

two strongly coupled strips. The one terminal ends of both strips are shorted to the ground 

while another terminal end is open, as shown in Figure 5.1(c). The overlapped parts of 

the two strips behaved like a capacitance coupling that would lower the resonant 

frequency. The capacitive coupling strength depends on the width of the strips (ws), 

length of the overlap (lc), and the gap between the two strips (ds). The relationships 

between the related parameters and the resonant frequency and unloaded quality (Qu) 

factor will be investigated in Section 5.2 based on the metal strong coupling pairs we 

proposed. In general, by choosing the parameters appropriately, the capacitive coupling 

could make the physical length of the resonator significantly shorter than quarter-

wavelength (λ/4), such as less than λ/12 proved in [1], at the desired resonant frequency. 

Hence, strong coupling resonators or strong coupling technology performs pretty 

effectively to minimize the footprint of filters with combline or interdigital topology, as 

discussed in [1]. However, the Q factor of the classical strong coupling resonator is 

deficient due to the limitations of the planar structure.  

In this chapter, 3D structured metal strong coupling resonator (MSCR) was proposed for 

obtaining higher-Q. Usually, as the initial step, the resonator was analysed in Section 5.2. 

As a result, except for the pretty compact size, the proposed MSCR can achieve mixed 

electrical-magnetic coupling by curving the coupled metal plates. According to the 

discussion in Chapter 3, transmission zeros (TZs) could be produced to enhance the out-

of-band performances. With these advantages, the MSCR was applied to design multiple 

components in this chapter, including a single-band filter in Section 5.3, a filtering 
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antenna in Section 5.4, and a dual-band filter in Section 5.5. The detail of the design 

process was involved in each section. Direct metal 3D printing technology was also 

chosen to fabricate the designed models. With the better design of self-supported 

structures, the designed single-band filter can be printed with only one piece, presented 

in Section 5.4. The main results of this chapter are summarized in Section 5.6.  

 

Figure 5.1. Double-layer coupled stripline resonator [1]. (a) 3-D view. (b) Cross-section. 

(c) Side view. The structure is filled with the homogeneous dielectric material.  

5.2 Metal Strong Coupling Resonator 

The proposed curved metal strong coupling resonator (MSCR) is shown in Figure 5.2, 

where the yellow part is the inside metal strong coupling pair (MSCP) while the blue part 

is the outer metal box. It should be noted that the bottom end of the MSCP is electrically 

and mechanically attached to the outer box for achieving interdigital topology to obtain 

wideband performances. The MSCP is purposely curved, consisting of the upper part (h1) 

for a large capacitance per unit length and the lower part (h2) for large inductance per unit 

length to achieve miniaturization. The large capacitance or inductance per unit length is 

mainly attained with respect to a virtual grounding along the MSCP’s symmetrical plane 

resulting in a low loss. The h2 is decided by Equation (5.1) 

h2 = k×l×l                                                             (5.1) 

where k and l are the curve and height factor, respectively. In addition, other dimensions 

of the MSCP are determined by the metal plate thickness (t), width (wm), and coupling 

gap (G). The L, W, and H are the outer box's length, width, and height. 
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Figure 5.2. The configuration of the MSCR with following dimensions (units: mm): H = 

12, L = 8, W = 6, G = 0.5, t = 0.7, h1 = 2.0, k = 1.8, l = 2, wm = 2.4. 

Figure 5.3 illustrates its electromagnetic field distributions simulated using the EM 

software HFSS.  As presented, the electrical field mainly exists at the gap between the 

normal part, which can be regarded as the strong capacitive coupling. And the magnetic 

field mainly circled the curved part, which is seen as the strong inductive coupling. In this 

way, the electrical-magnetic mixed dual coupling path can be constructed.  

     

H-filed

 

E-filed

 

Figure 5.3. Field distributions. 

Since f0, spurious mode and Qu are critical factors of one resonator, their relationships and 

the various parameters are investigated, as shown in Figure 5.4. Unless otherwise stated, 

the simulated metal in this paper is aluminum (σ = 3.56×107 S/m). All physical 

dimensions are fixed in Figure 5.2 except for the one that is varying for simulation. As 

presented, smaller G or larger h1 and k will lead to a lower frequency but at the price of a 

lower Qu. Comparatively, the wm and l can adjust the f0 effectively while having little 

effect on the Qu. In addition, the parameters k, h1, and l have the same impact on tuning 

the fundamental mode and spurious mode. And wm and G can adjust the operating mode 

effectively while remaining the spurious mode almost unchanged. 
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In general, it can be seen that the resonant frequency and spurious mode can vary over a 

wide frequency range with the same outer metal box. Hence, the spurious window, 

calculated by spurious modes dividing operating modes, is changeable and depends on 

the applications. In addition, it is worthwhile to mention that Qu is slightly larger than 

1000 with various parameters at the condition of the same metal surrounding box. For 

example, let the value of h1 is 3.5 mm, and keep other values the same as Figure 5.2, a 

very compact resonator (0.10 λ * 0.14 λ * 0.20λ) with an f0 of 5.08 GHz and Qu of 1058 

can be obtained. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.4. Simulated (a) f0, spurious mode, and (b) Qu versus the size of the MSCR. 

5.3 Four-order Prototype Filter Design 

Following the resonator analysis in the above section, the MSCR can be exploited to 

design compact high-Q bandpass filters (BPFs). The layout of the designed 4-pole inline 
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BPF is shown in Figure 5.5, where four identical MSCRs are placed in sequence. The 50-

ohm coaxial cable with an extended probe is utilized to feed the filter. It is known that the 

feeding metal pin would shift the resonant frequency of the first and fourth resonator, 

which frequency compensation is often needed. Herein, the added meal bricks at the 

middle two resonators could shift the center frequency of the second and third resonator 

with the same level as the first and fourth resonator caused by the feeding. This could be 

achieved by making the bricks have close volumes, and the same heights refer to the 

ground as the feeding pin. Finally, the top surface of the outer metal box is chamfered to 

be triangular shape for printing in one piece. 

 

(a) 

Gws1 ws2

Side View

 

(b) 

R3S R1 R2 R3 R4 L
k12 k23 k34ks1 k4L

 

(c) 

Figure 5.5. (a) Top view. (b) Side view. (c) Topology of the 4-pole inline filter with the 

following dimensions (mm): L = 32, H = 13, W = 6, wm = 2.4, lp = 6.6, ds1 = 2.75, ds2 = 

2.1, ls1 = 2.57, ws1 = 5.5, ls2 = ws2 = 1.35, hm = 7.94.  

The inner coupling coefficients (k) can be adjusted directly by changing the distance 

between the two resonators (ds1 and ds2) since there are no extra shielding walls inside 

the cavity. In addition, except for frequency compensation, the introduced metal bricks 

also work as short-stubs for enhancing inner coupling strength. It should be noted that 

although the internal coupling belongs to mixed electrical-magnetic coupling, the 

required coupling coefficients still can be extracted using classical methods described in 

Section 2 because we do not try to control TZs here. Unlike Chapter 3 or Chapter 4, taking 

a short pin to obtain the weak coupling extraction, the eigenmode solver in CST was 
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adopted here to achieve the weak feeding. Setting the analysis mode's number as two, the 

required even and odd mode can be found [5]. This way could remove the side effects of 

frequency shifting caused by the metal feeding pin. Figure 5.6 gives the extracted k with 

and without added metal bricks, where clearly shows that the k values with added metal 

bricks are more significant than the k values without metal bricks. 

 

Figure 5.6. Extracted k of a 2-pole filter with/without extra metal bricks.  

The coaxial cables with 50-ohm port impedance are adopted to obtain the previously 

discussed external coupling (Qe). The coaxial pin tapped to the inside metal plate directly. 

Changing the coaxial probe places (lp), different Qe can be extracted using the eigenmode 

extracting method described in Section 2.4. Figure 5.7 shows the various simulated Qe 

values concerning the feeding place to observe effective control of Qe. Again, we do not 

need to care about the shifted frequency because of the introduction of the metal bricks.  

 

Figure 5.7. Extracted Qe versus to the lp. 
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For demonstration, an inline 4-pole BPF with a centre frequency at 6.0 GHz and 500 MHz 

bandwidth is designed based on the above discussion. The topology of the filter is shown 

in Figure 5.5 (c), where S/L denotes the input and output ports, each node represents a 

resonator. The solid line along with the dashed line represents the mixed electrical-

magnetic coupling. According to the specifications, the values of k and Qe can be given  

1 4 11.90S LQ Q= =  

12 34 23 320.0718, 0.0561k k k k= = = =  

Referring to Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, and using the optimization function of CST, the 

final dimensions of the filter can be extracted and given in Figure 5.5. The simulated S-

parameters are shown in Figure 5.8 with an insertion loss of 0.25dB. The estimated Qu 

across passband is ~ 1250, which is slightly higher than a single resonator. The increased 

Qu can be attributed to the whole cavity, which is much longer than a single resonator but 

without extra inner structures. In addition, due to the mixed electrical-magnetic coupling, 

multi-TZs are generated that make the out-of-band performance is very good—the S12 

below -20 dB from 6.53 GHz to 10.43 GHz. 

Since this filer is a reference for the filtering antenna, the fabricated prototype and 

measured S-parameters will be given in Section 5.4, along with the filtering antenna. 

 

Figure 5.8. Simulated results of the four-pole filter.  
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5.4 Filtering Antenna Design 

5.4.1 Filter/Antenna Synthesis 

The configuration of the designed filtering antenna is shown in Figure 5.9, consisting of 

a prototype filter, cylinder metal probe (purple colour) with a radius of rp, and helical 

antenna radiation elements. The helical antenna is chosen because it has a smaller size 

than its counterparts, like a regular cylinder dipole antenna. The radiation elements were 

composed of one driver, two reflectors, and two directors located at the top surface for 

improving the gain and utilizing the space effectively. The two reflectors are put 

oppositely for rectifying the radiation pattern. For the metal probe, one end of it is used 

as the antenna feeding (feed-end) through the surface hole. The radius of the surface hole 

is rs. And another end is connected to the feeding point of the prototype filter (connect-

end), which is essential for ensuring the filter/antenna can achieve the same S11 responses 

as the reference filter. 

 

Figure 5.9. 3-D view of the filtering antenna with the following dimensions (unit: mm): 

ha1 = 10, ha2 = 6.2, ha3 = 4.6, ha4 = 4, La1 = 12, La2 = 12.95, La3 = 9.5, La4 = 7.3, rp = 1.5, 

Lma = 1.6.  

For synthesizing the filtering antenna, the filtering antenna theory investigated in Chapter 

4 could also be used here. The equivalent circuit of the filtering antenna is shown in Figure 

5.10, where Ln, Cn (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) represent the self-resonant inductor and capacitor of the 

prototype filter. And Lij, Cij (i = 1…4, j = 1…4) are mutual-coupling inductor and 

capacitor, respectively. In Figure 5.10 (a), the θ represents a matching transmission line 

(TL) between the helical antenna and the filter denoted by Lma. The Xa is the resonant 

reactance, while Ra is the radiation resistance of the antenna. Assuming the TL is lossless, 

the TL and antenna can be incorporated together as a new filter load, as shown in the left 

part of Figure 5.10 (b). It should be noted that the same circuit part as Figure 5.10 (a) was 
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removed for highlighting the change. According to the filtering antenna theory in Chapter 

4, any type of antenna can be integrated regardless of the antenna is series or parallel 

circuit. Assuming the new antenna load is a parallel RLC circuit, as shown in the right 

part of Figure 5.10 (b), the L4, C4, or the last resonator of the filter can be furtherly 

involved in the reactance part of another new antenna load Figure 5.10 (c). The newest 

circuits contain the antenna, matching TL, and the fourth resonator, which means the last 

stage of the filter/antenna worked as both the fourth resonator and a radiator. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.10. Equivalent circuit model. (a) Original. (b) Combined with TL. (c) Combined 

with the last resonator. 

It is well known that an antenna quality factor (Qa) and the centre frequency (f0) of the 

filter are two critical factors to integrate a filtering antenna. The new f0 can be obtained 

by Equation (5.2) refer to the equivalent circuit of Figure 5.10 (c).  

 0 1 2 a af L C  =                                                            (5.2) 

which is slightly different from the antenna frequency (fa = 1/2π
a aL C ) due to the existence 

of TL and the last resonator. However, this difference affects little on the matching or Qa 

will be validated in the next paragraph. Then to achieve the same S11 responses as the 

prototype filter, the Qa must equal to the external quality factor (Qe) of the filter, which is 

defined as  
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= = + = =                    (5.3) 

where Ga and G0 are the input admittance of the filtering antenna and reference filter. 

Assume Ga = G0, then Ca’ = 0 means a perfect matching between filter and antenna, 

referring to Figure 5.10. If Ga ≠ G0, the desired Qa can be obtained only by adjusting Ca’ 

while avoiding changing C4. This removes the annoying de-tuning process of the last 

resonator of the filter. This matching process is easy because the Qa only relies on three 

parameters, which are Lma, rp and rs. At this stage, one thing needs to be noted: the fa does 

not need to be identical to the f0, and a rough antenna frequency is enough because the Qa 

varies relatively slowly with frequency, as discussed before. In order to validate this, the 

S11 responses versus Lma (TL) were simulated and given in Figure 5.11. As can be seen 

that different values of Lma can control Qa effectively but has little impact on f0. Finally, 

it must be mentioned here that the above-extracting process is based on the helical antenna 

with only one driver radiation element.  

 

Figure 5.11. Simulated S11 of the filtering antenna versus Lma. 

To this end, the complete design process is summarized as follows. First, select the initial 

length of the driver of the helical antenna, which is slightly less than a quarter wavelength 

of f0. Then extract Qa based on Equation (5.3) to match the S11 responses roughly with 

reference filter. Finally, add all radiation elements and use CST to optimize with the goal 

of S11 below -18 dB. The dynamic range of each parameter was set to be 10 % away from 

the initial values. The final dimensions are soon obtained and given in Figure 5.9. The 

simulated results of the reference filter and filter/antenna exhibit the same filtering 

function as shown in Figure 5.12, which proved the effectiveness of the above synthesis. 
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In general, the filtering antenna is centred at 6.0 GHz with a bandwidth (below -10 dB) 

of 8.3%, as expected. The selectivity, especially for the upper stopband performance, is 

as excellent as the filter prototype, although only one TZ was produced. In addition, the 

antenna has high average efficiency of 95% across the passband that is calculated using 

gain/directivity. The simulated gain and directivity curves are very flat, and the average 

values are found to be 6.12 dBi and 5.82 dBi, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.12. Filter and antenna responses. 

5.4.2 Fabrication and Measurement  

As presented in the previous two chapters, the direct metal 3D printing technology has 

shown its superiority in fabricating RF components with complex physical structures. 

According to the experiences, the self-supported components can usually be printed well 

and obtain good measured results. Regarding the models designed in this chapter, the 

filter prototype can be printed with only one piece, while the antenna with three parts. 

Figure 5.13 gives the mechanically status-checking under printing using the software 

“Renishaw Quant AM,” where the colour cylinders are metal supports that are generated 

by the software automatically. The blue means the supports in this area might be needed, 

while the red means necessary. The z-axis is the printing direction with the safe build 

angle (θs) that should be less than 55° for printing successfully. Following the rule, even 

these pieces with conformal structures, supports are necessary only for screw holes which 

can be removed easily after printing since there is no inclined angle over 55°. In 

conclusion, these pieces all achieved self-supported that could be printed directly from 

bottom to top without any inclination angle or supports. 
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Like the work in Chapter 4, the AM500Q printer and the ALSi10Mg-0403 powder 

provided by the Renishaw PLC were also used to fabricate them. The printed pieces are 

displayed in Figure 5.14, which are completed well without supports as desired. The 

driver radiation element of the antenna was printed solely for covering the pin easily but 

tight. Then the printed filter and antenna were measured using the PNA 5225A and 

Anechoic Chamber (Farfield & Nearfield measurement System), respectively. After 

tuning using the metal pin, the measured comparison S parameters are shown in Figure 

5.12 that both have the same filtering function as the simulated ones. 

The TZs highly improved the selectivity of the stopband of both components. The 

measured f0 and FBW of the filter are 5.99 GHz and 7.62%, respectively. The decreased 

bandwidth is caused by the sensitivity of the parameter G. The filter's insertion loss is 

only 0.48 dB benefiting from the high Q of the MSCR. The estimated average Q value is 

around 1030 across the passband, which is lower than the simulated value because of the 

rough surface. In addition, the measured bandwidth (S11 < -10 dB) of the antenna is close 

to the simulation of 8.40%. And the measured average gain across the passband is around 

5.9 dBi which is a little smaller than the simulated ones, mainly due to the roughed surface. 

The measured radiation patterns in both H- and E-planes are shown in Figure 5.15 that 

are very close agreement is found between the simulated and measured results. 

 

Figure 5.13. Pieces under printing. 
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Figure 5.14. Printed pieces. 
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                                  E-plane                                                 H-plane 

Figure 5.15.  Simulated and measured radiation patterns in E-plane and H-plane. 

5.5 Dual-band Bandpass Filter Design 

With the emergence of various wireless communication systems like the Internet of 

Things (IoT) or Internet of Space (IoS), multi-band filter operation is urgently needed to 

solve the challenges of insufficient spectrum resources. However, higher than dual-band 

filters are significantly complicated to design or implement for the practical application 

filters of higher orders [6][7]. Filters operating at two related frequencies or dual-band 

filters can balance design flexibility and practical RF engineering applications, which 

attracted much more attention in the past few years.  

In order to design a dual-band filter, the simplest method is connecting two single-band 

filters directly but at the price of large volumes and weights. In contrast, the dual-mode 

resonator can offer a much more compact size, similar Qu value but more challenging to 

control each passband independently. In this section, a dual-mode resonator based on 

MSCR was proposed to design a dual-band bandpass filter. Except for the advantages of 

the compact size as the single-band filter designed previously, we would try to control 

each passband separately.  

5.5.1 Dual-mode Metal Strong Coupling Resonator 

According to the resonator analysis in Section 5.2, and we know that the spurious window 

of MSCR is pretty flexible. By selecting appropriate dimensions, refer to Figure 5.4, a 

dual-mode metal strong coupling resonator (DM-MSCR) can be formed, as shown in 

Figure 5.16. All structures are the same as the single-mode resonator, except the bottom 

end of inside metal pairs do not need to connect the sidewall. This small change can let 

the metal coupling pairs also been worked as an inner conductor of a coaxial resonator 
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with the outer box as the outer conductor. Hence, the dual-mode consists of one strong 

coupling resonant frequency (first mode) and one coaxial resonant frequency (second 

mode). And both frequencies are controllable by selecting the dimensions intensively.   
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Figure 5.16. The configuration of the DM-MSCR with following dimensions (units: mm): 

H = 12, L = 8, W = 6, G = 0.5, t = 0.7, h1 = 2.0, k = 1.8, l = 2, wm = 2.4. 

For validation, the field distributions of both modes are shown in Figure 5.17 with the 

updated dimensions (Figure 5.16). As expected, the first mode's field distribution 

represents the strong coupling mode characteristics, while the second mode is very close 

to the typical coaxial resonator that E-field mainly exists at the gap between the outer and 

inner conductor. The resonant frequencies of both modes are 3.76GHz and 4.67 GHz, 

which are the centre frequency of the n78 and n79 of the newest 5G applications [8], 

respectively. In addition, the relationship between the Qu of the first/second mode and 

each dimension is the same as the MSCR/typical coaxial resonator. With the compact 

sizes (0.18 λ × 0.12 λ × 0.20 λ), the Qu can be up to 800 and 1650.  

                      

 E-Field                                             H-field 

(a) 
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E-Field                                                 H-field 

(b) 

Figure 5.17. Fields distributions. (a) First mode. (b) Second mode. 

Since the two modes are produced by different LC resonant types, it is necessary to 

investigate the feeding method for effectively exciting both modes. The configurations of 

a single DM-MSCR with 50-ohm coaxial probe feeding are given in Figure 5.18 (a) and 

Figure 5.19 (a), where both inductive and capacitive feeding is involved. Figure 5.18 (a) 

shows the capacitive coupling feed achieved by the gap between the coaxial probe and 

the metal plate. Changing the distance of the gap (denoted by lp1) can adjust the feeding 

strength (Qe) effectively. In addition, the same adjusting reaction also can be obtained by 

moving the coaxial feed up and down (denoted by dp_up). It must be stated that the 

capacitive feeding only could be effective at the strong E-field area or upper part as 

denoted. Figure 5.18 (b) gives the simulated S-parameters that two resonant peaks 

appeared as desired. Furthermore, compared with eigen resonant frequencies, the second 

frequency shifted as much as 400 MHz while the first frequency remained unchanged.  

In contrast, inductive coaxial feeding is achieved by directly tapping the inner metal plate, 

as shown in Figure 5.19 (a). The external inductive coupling can be controlled by moving 

the coaxial probe up and down (denoted by dp_low). Conversely, the inductive feeding 

could only be useful at the strong H-field area or lower part as denoted. Figure 5.19 (b) 

presents the simulated S-parameters using CST that two resonant peaks also appeared. As 

shown, compared with eigen resonant frequencies, both centre frequencies of the 1-pole 

filter shifted slightly, which are 10 MHz and 30 MHz, respectively.  

In general, both inductive and capacitive feeding can excite the dual-band response 

depending on the field distribution characteristics.  
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Upper part 

dp_up

lp1

 

                                     (a)                                                         (b)  

Figure 5.18. (a) 3D view of the 1-pole filter with capacitive feeding. (b) Simulated results.  

 

                                   (a)                                                           (b) 

Figure 5.19. (a) 3D view of the 1-pole filter with capacitive feeding. (b) Simulated results.  

5.5.2 Two-pole Dual-Band Bandpass Filter Design   

Following the above DM-MSCR and the feeding methods, analysis of a 2-pole dual-band 

BPF was designed for demonstration. Herein, we would try to control each passband 

separately to improve the design flexibility. The designed dual-filter is centred at 3.69 

GHz and 4.39 GHz, which is close to the centre frequency of 5G new spectrum of n77 

and n79. The return loss of both passbands is below -20 dB, while the bandwidths are 

40MHz and 130MHz, respectively. The configurations of the dual-band BPF are shown 

in Figure 5.20. Compared with the physical topology of the single-band filter, the metal 

shielding walls and vertical feed metal cylinder (denoted by lp2) were introduced. 

Although the new feeding structure is still not allowed to control Qe of each passband 

independently, it can adjust Qe more flexibly by introducing another variable of lp2. It 

must state that the added vertical cylinder should avoid touching the coupling metal plate.  

Lower part 

dp_low
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Figure 5.20. The 3D view of the 2-pole dual-band filter with the following dimensions 

(mm): H = 15, h1 = 7, k = 2.4, l = 1.7, t = 1.75, G = 0.5, L = 10, W = 10, Wm = 3.0, ds = 7, 

Wc = 4.5, lp2 = 10. 

For controlling the inner coupling of the passbands, the distance between the two 

resonators (denoted by ds) and the distance between the shielding walls or inductive 

window width (Wc) are used to obtain the required coupling coefficients (k). Precisely, 

the relationship between the ds and the k of each passband is the same as the single-band 

filter. In other words, the ds could tune the k of both passbands simultaneously that the 

smaller ds will get a larger k. At the same time, the inductive window affects the first 

passband little but adjusts the second passband effectively. For validation, Figure 5.21 

gives the simulated results of the 2-pole dual-band filter versus the Wc. As shown, 

decreasing the Wc from 7.5mm to 4.5mm, the bandwidth of the second passband varied 

much while the bandwidth of the first passband remains unchanged. In this way, both 

passbands can be controlled individually. In general, when we design the dual-band filter, 

we could adjust the ds firstly to meet the requirements of the first passband and then adjust 

the Wc to obtain the required k of the second passband.  

  

                                         (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 5.21. Dual-band responses versus wc. (a) Wideband (b) Narrowband. 
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To this end, using the same synthesis process as the single filter and combining with the 

optimization of the CST software, the final physical dimensions of the required 2-pole 

dual-band filter can be obtained, as given in Figure 5.20. The simulated S-parameters are 

plotted in Figure 5.22, where the dual-band responses are obtained as expected. Also, due 

to the mixed coupling, multiple TZs appear at both sides of each passband which 

improved the out-of-band performances. It should be mentioned here that the model was 

not fabricated until writing the thesis due to the time limitation. 

 

Figure 5.22. 2-pole dual-band filter responses 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter presents an MSCR that could achieve compact size, high-Q and inner mixed 

electrical and magnetic coupling. An inline four-pole filter, a filtering antenna and a dual-

band filter were designed based on the resonator for validations. As a result, the designed 

components obtained better performances as desired with a compact size of~ 0.15 λ. For 

experimental validation, direct 3D metal printing technology fabricated the single-band 

filter and the filtering antenna. The single-band filter was printed with only one piece but 

obtained good results, which proved the reliability of the direct metal 3D printing 

technology again. 
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CHAPTER 6   

 3D Metal Printed Corrugated Waveguide Slots Antenna Array With 

High Gain and Enhanced Bandwidth  

6.1 Introduction 

From Chapter 3 to Chapter 5, advanced metal resonators have been investigated with the 

support of the direct metal 3D printing technique, which were applied to design high-

performance filters and filtering antennas for Sub-6 GHz operation. Since the air-filled 

waveguide components are less sensitive to the printing tolerances than the ones with 

inner metal structures, it is believed that the direct metal printing technology provided by 

the Renishaw PLC could be useful for fabrication in low-frequency RF components. 

In higher frequency, say above X-band, air-filled waveguide components are often needed 

because of their higher-Q and stronger power handling [1]-[3]. However, the large size 

of the waveguide challenges the miniaturization requirements of modern RF systems. One 

effective solution is using slow-wave structures to increase the electrical length of the 

resonator. The corrugated waveguides have been proved to present slow-wave features 

with appropriate corrugated depth and period to certain frequencies [4]-[6]. In addition, 

the corrugated waveguide has better mechanical properties that can withstand larger 

fabrication errors because of the periodical shapes. The main drawback of the corrugated 

waveguide is difficult to fabricate using the CNC technology, especially for the sine 

profile, but it can be a less challenging task for the direct metal 3D printing technology.  

It is known that hollow waveguide slots antenna arrays are necessary for directional 

communications because of their attractive features like high gain, high efficiency, and 

high mechanical strength. In this chapter, the sine corrugated waveguide, combing in 

high-order mode technology, is designed to achieve high gain antenna arrays with 

compact size. Since there are no accurate equations for the sine corrugated waveguide 

available, the EM software CST was relied on to do the slow-wave analysis that would 

be given in Section 6.2. Specifically, the conversion conditions between the fast-wave 

and slow-wave were investigated. And the relationships between the corrugated depth 

and period and the phase propagation constant were built that were also presented in 

Section 6.2. Then Section 6.3 gives the antenna array design process based on the mode 

analysis methods. For experimental validation, Section 6.4 shows the fabrication process 

and related measured results. Section 6.5 summarizes the main results of this chapter.  
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6.2 Analysis of the Slow-Wave Effects of Sine Corrugated Waveguide Resonator  

The geography of the proposed sine corrugated waveguide resonator is sketched in Figure 

6.1, where l1, w1, and h are the width, length, and height, respectively. The sine shaped 

corrugated resonator was built at both top and bottom walls, which are defined by 

1sin( / 2)a t l   +                                                      (6.1) 

with a and t are the depth and period of the sine shape grooves.   

 

(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 6.1. Configuration of the sine shaped corrugated resonator. (a) Front view. (b) Top 

view. Dimensions: h = 3.0 mm, w1 = 25 mm, l1 = 40 mm, a = 0.8 mm, t = 2.0 mm. 
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                                    (a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 6.2. One cell configuration of the sine-shaped corrugated resonator. (a) Side-top 

view. (b) Front view. Dimensions: w1 = 25mm, a = 0.8 mm , t = 3.5 mm, h = 3 mm. 

It is known that the corrugated waveguide can present hybrid modes (fast-wave and slow-
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the fast-wave and slow-wave. In other words, we need to build the relationships between 

the fast-wave/slow-wave and the corrugated depth (t) and period (a). Although there are 

no accurate theoretical formulas for the sine corrugated waveguide that could be relied 

on, the full-wave EM simulations could be used to obtain the required results. Figure 6.2 

gives one cell configuration of the sine corrugated waveguide with boundary conditions 

of perfect conductors in both x- and y- directions and periodical in z- direction. And the 

dimensions of the sine corrugated cell are also given in Figure 6.2. 

Keep all dimensions as Figure 6.2 displayed except the one being changing, using the 

phase sweep function in the Eigenmode Solver of CST, the phase propagation constant 

versus wide range frequencies could be obtained, as shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. 

For seeing the changing trend clearly, each of the parameters was given four values for 

comparison. The red oblique straight line is the base phase propagation constant (β0) that 

is calculated by β0 = 2π/λ, with the λ is the vacuum wavelength. At the same time, the 

black curved lines from left to right are the phase propagation constant in the sine 

corrugated waveguide (βc) of the first ten modes extracted using CST software. When βc  > 

β0, the frequencies present slow-wave effects, while when βc > β0, the frequencies acted 

as fast-wave effects [6].  

As can be seen, the slow-wave effects always exist over some frequency ranges. 

Specifically, from Figure 6.3, it can be seen that with the corrugated depth (a) increasing, 

the slow-wave frequency range is gradually growing as expected. This means a larger 

value of depth could increase the electrical length or lower the resonant frequencies of 

each mode. In addition, from each mode's passband range and stopband range, the depth 

has little effect on each mode's features because the phase propagation constant changed 

not so much. While for the corrugated period parameter (t), it is apparent to see that the 

more significant t would lead to a smaller frequency range of slow-wave. However, t can 

lower the phase propagation constant highly refer to the y-axis of Figure 6.4. This means 

increasing the value of parameter t also increases the electrical length of each mode but 

not in slow-wave effects. The lowered frequency might be explained qualitatively using 

the cavity wall perturbation theory that is discussed in Chapter 2. Also, refer to Figure 

6.4, it can be seen that the passband range and stopband range varied much, which means 

the modes inside of the cavity also could be changed. For example, assume one mode in 

the normal waveguide is TEnm mode, adjusting a, it would still be TEnm. While adjusting 

t, the mode may be turned into TEn1m1, which was validated in Section 6.3. 
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In general, both the corrugated depth and period can miniaturize the resonator's size 

differently. The depth can enlarge the slow-wave frequency ranges, while the period can 

change the field distribution characteristics.  

 

                                       (a)                                                              (b) 

 

                                (c)                                                                          (d)  

Figure 6.3. Simulated phase propagation constant of the first ten modes by different 

corrugated depths. (a) a = 0.6, (b) a = 0.8, (c) a = 1.2, (d) a = 1.4. 
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                                    (c)                                                               (d) 

Figure 6.4. Simulated phase propagation constant of the first ten modes by different 

corrugated peroid. (a) t = 2 mm, (b) t = 3 mm, (c) t = 4 mm, (d) t = 5mm. 

For more validation, the whole structure of the sine corrugated resonator (Figure 6.1) was 

simulated using the eigenmode analysis tool in CST. The relationships between the 

different modes and depth and period were obtained as shown in Figure 6.5. As presented, 

with increasing the value of a, frequencies of all four modes were decreased. While 

increasing the parameter t, the frequencies fluctuate in a small range, but the general trend 

is decreasing. It should be noted that although only four modes were chosen for displaying 

clearly, all other modes have the same changing trends as these. In general, we could 

always increase the depth to lower the frequencies when meeting other requirements like 

Qu or the structural physical strength. And according to the field distribution, t can be 

decided with the guidance of the cavity perturbated linear relationship of Equation (2.20).  

  

                                  (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 6.5. Resonance frequencies of the first four modes versus different values of 
corrugated depth and period.  
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6.3 Slots Antenna Array Design 

6.3.1 Antenna Array Configuration   

Following the above analysis, the sine corrugated waveguide can be used to design 

compact slots waveguide antenna array that the initial layout is shown in Figure 6.6.  

Unlike the typical antenna array with n×m radiation elements (both m and n are integers), 

the proposed antenna array has five radiation elements.  The radiation elements are the 

same longitudinal slots etched on the top broad wall with width and length of wa and la, 

respectively. The distance of the adjacent horizontal slots is close to the half-wavelength 

of the center frequency. In addition, the feeding source of the antenna array is the standard 

WR-62 waveguide, which is pretty simple because of the utilization of the high-order 

mode. For achieving pure boresight radiation patterns and low sidelobe value, the feeding 

port is placed at the geometry center of the antenna array while the radiation slots are 

symmetrical. The lp and wp are the external coupling parameters or feed size. The feeding 

port could allow two non-adjacent modes to couple to achieve and adjust wideband 

responses by controlling the parameter wp, illustrated in the following subsection.  

WR 62

l1

w1
lp

wp

 

                                  (a)                                                                (b) 

Figure 6.6. 3D view of the slots antenna array. (a) Top view of the bottom wall. (b) Top 

view of the top wall.  

6.3.2 Antenna Design Process 

It is known that the critical thing for the high-order mode method to design antenna array 

is to determine the places of the opened slots. Figure 6.7 (a) shows the H-field isolines of 

TE104 and TE105 modes inside the corrugated cavity with dimensions illustrated in Figure 

6.1. Both non-adjacent TE104 and TE105 modes would be utilized to obtain the wideband 

responses, different from published works that often use single-mode or adjacent dual 

modes to design arrays.  
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In addition, Figure 6.7 (b) also gives the H-field isolines of the typical rectangular 

waveguide with the exact dimensions. As shown, both resonators have identical H-field 

distributions but operated at different frequencies. Due to the slow-wave effects, the 

electrical length of both modes of the sine-shape corrugated was increased highly. By the 

eigenmode simulation using CST, the frequency of TE105 mode decreased from 16.06 

GHz to 13.82 GHz, while the TE106 mode decreased from 19.52 GHz to 16.42 GHz. It 

should be mentioned that the electrical length could continue to increase by choosing 

larger values of a or t but at the price of using more computing resources.   

TE104 13.82 GHz TE105 16.42 GHz
(a)  

TE104 16.06 GHz TE105 19.52 GHz
(b)  

Figure 6.7. H-filed distribution characteristics. (a) Sine corrugated resonator. (b) 

rectangular resonator.  

In order to achieve the wideband and high gain, two novel things are proposed and need 

to be noticed here. First, the etched slots must have the in-phase H-filed for each mode 

but could be different for the two modes, which are denoted with black dashed lines as 

shown in Figure 6.7 (a). Specifically, the opened slots have the same H-field phase in 

13.82 GHz or 16.42 GHz but out-of-phase at 13.82 GHz and 16.42 GHz. This is allowed 

because the wideband responses are like cascading two single-band antennas directly. 

The second thing is that since H-fields of both TE104 and TE105 are distributed over the 

cavity in the longitudinal direction, the left-end and right-end H-filed or slots could be 

divided into two (Figure 6.6 (b)) for enhancing the gain.  
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TE203 16.38 GHz TE301 18.24 GHz  

TE204 19.10 GHz TE302 19.35 GHz  

Figure 6.8. H-field distribution of those modes of the rectangular waveguide resonator 

between the TE104 and TE105.  

TE203 15.24 GHz
 

Figure 6.9. H-field distribution of the mode of the sine corrugated waveguide resonator 

between the TE104 and TE105. 

Then as mentioned before, the feeding port could be used to excite the wideband or to 

couple TE105 and TE106 mode. But before illustrating this, it is necessary to give the H-

filed distributions of those modes between the TE104 and TE105. Figure 6.8 gives the H-

fields of four modes between TE104 and TE105 of the traditional rectangular waveguide 

with the same dimensions. Referring to the H-line isoline distribution characteristics and 

feeding port places (Figure 6.6), the TE204 and TE302 modes could also be excited except 

the desired two modes. Since parts of the H-filed of TE204 and TE302 are out-of-phase to 

the TE105 and TE106 at the slots places, it will significantly affect the radiation pattern and 
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gain. For the proposed sine corrugated waveguide resonator, there is only one mode of 

TE203 that exists between the TE105 and TE106 as given in Figure 6.9. More importantly, 

the TE203 mode can’t be excited by the WR-62 feeding port because the H-filed is normal 

to the feeding port H-field. In other words, the whole passband only consists of the modes 

we desired, which are TE105 and TE106 modes. And the bandwidth can be controlled by 

the feeding port width of wp.  

For validation, Figure 6.10 gives the simulated S11 versus the feeding port width. As 

presented, with lp fixed as 11.0 mm, the wp can control the bandwidth or coupling 

effectively. The passband covers the frequency ranges of TE105 mode and TE106 mode 

(13.82 GHz to 16.52 GHz) entirely, which enables us to achieve a fractal bandwidth of 

more than 20% easily.  

 

Figure 6.10. The simulated S11 versus the wp.  

In the final design, two extra parts were added in the middle side-ends (denoted by l2 and 

w2) for increasing radiation elements, as shown in Figure 6.11. Hence, a total of seven 

radiation elements are etched on the top broad wall. In addition, the outer surfaces of the 

top and bottom walls were made flat for installing the WR-62 feeding source and avoiding 

the radiation tilt caused by the groove surface. Note that the inner surfaces are still sine 

corrugated shapes. Using the EM software CST to do the final optimization with the goal 

of S11 below -20 dB, and the dynamic range of each parameter (la, wa, da, da1, wp) was 

set to be ± 10 % away from the initial values, the final dimensions are soon obtained and 

given in Figure 6.11.  The final simulated results of the antenna array are shown in Figure 

6.12, where a wide bandwidth from 13.09GHz to 16.63GHz with S11 below -10 dB can 

be observed. The average gain across the passband is around 12dBi, which is high 
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compared with the compact size. In addition, due to bypass coupling of the TE105 and 

TE106 modes to achieve the wideband responses, the upper stopband appeared one TZ that 

brought the filtering function in some certain. Hence, the simulated transmission 

efficiency across the passband is more than 97% which is higher than the normal 

waveguide slots antenna array.  

Added part

lp2

wp2

 

Figure 6.11. The 3D view of the antenna array with final structures and dimensions.  

 

Figure 6.12. Simulated responses of the antenna array. 

6.4 Fabrication and Measurements 

Apparently, the sine corrugated shape is pretty hard or impossible for fabrication using 

traditional CNC technology, but a straightforward job for the direct metal 3D printing 

technology as we presented in previous chapters. Since this is the first demonstration in 

higher frequency, the antenna array was split into two pieces for printing, as shown in 

Figure 6.13. The small holes are screw holes for assembling after printing. And refer to 

the printing direction (z-axis), there is no need for any support for printing the models 
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with the condition of θs is less than 55̊. According to the experiences, the components 

with self-supported structures usually can be printed well. 

x
y

z
θs

 

Figure 6.13. Status check under printing. 

The antenna array was fabricated with two parts using the same printer of AM 500Q and 

the same powder of ALSi10Mg-0403 as in Chapter 4. The fabricated pieces are shown in 

Figure 6.14 (a) that even with sine corrugated periodical structures, the antenna array is 

still completed well, as shown in Figure 6.14 (b). The digital ruler was used to measure 

the fabrication tolerances that only +0.05mm in printing directions. In addition, since the 

high frequency is sensitive to the surface roughness, the KLA P-7 Profilometer is used to 

measure the roughness. Initially, we want to check Area A and Area B, as denoted in 

Figure 6.14. Unfortunately, the Profilometer only allows measuring Area A, and the 

measured results are given in Figure 6.15. The Sa and Sq are the average roughness and 

root mean square roughness is evaluated over the entire 3D surface, respectively. As 

presented, the maximum surface roughness is around 15 µm, which is acceptable for the 

RF component applications in Ku-band.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6.14. Printed pieces. 

 

(a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 6.15. (a) 3-D Map of Area A. (b) 3-D Surface Parameter Summary of Area A. 

Finally, the RF properties of the antenna array were measured using the PNA 5225A 

(Figure 6.16 (a)) and Anechoic Chamber far-field system (Figure. 6.16(b)), respectively. 

The measured and simulated in-band responses are plotted together in Figure 6.17, where 

the excellent agreements between them can be observed. Due to the limitation of the horn 

antenna, only the frequencies from 12 to 18 GHz were measured but still covered the 

whole passband. The measured gain is very close to the simulated ones that the maximum 

is around 13.8 dBi. Also, the compared radiation patterns are given in Figure 6.18, where 

four frequency points cross the passband were selected. As presented, the antenna array 

can exhibit almost the same radiation patterns in the passband. The measured results 

agreed well with simulated ones. These promising results show that corrugated 

components combined with direct metal 3D printing technologies are enabled to create 

novel features.  Furthermore, the novel features are worthwhile more investigation in the 

future for satellite applications. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.16. (a) PNA measure S11. (b) Anechoic chamber for measurements of radiation 

pattern. 

 

Figure 6.17 Antenna responses 
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                          f = 13.5 GHz                                                    f = 14.5 GHz  

 
                      f = 15.5 GHz                                                    f = 16.5 GHz  

(a) 

 
  f = 13.5 GHz                                      f = 14.5 GHz  

 
                    f = 15.5 GHz                                                    f = 16.5 GHz  

(b) 

Figure 6.18 Compared radiation patterns. (a) E-plane. (b) H-plane. 
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6.5. Summary 

This chapter proposed a sine corrugated waveguide resonator for Ku-band applications. 

By controlling the depth and period of the corrugating, the resonator cannot only switch 

between the fast-wave and slow-wave but also re-shape the mode distribution 

characteristics inside the cavity. The novel features enable us to design the advanced 

components that the normal shapes are not attainable. For validation, a corrugated antenna 

array was designed using the mode analysis method. Compared with the classical slots 

waveguide antenna array, the designed one can easily achieve more than 20% broadband 

with physical topologies. In addition, it also has a filtering function in the upper stopband 

which improves the transmission efficiency. Although it is difficult to fabricate using 

traditional CNC technology, it is ideal for direct metal 3D printing. The antenna array 

was printed with two pieces and completed pretty well. Compared with the simulation, 

the measured results showed promising results even without the post polishing process, 

proving that the direct metal printing technology's resolution can also be acceptable in 

Ku-band for wideband applications.  
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CHAPTER 7   

 Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions and Contributions 

The work presented in this thesis was primarily focused on the design and fabrication of 

advanced passive components based on direct metal 3D printing technology. The 

investigated devices in this thesis include quasi-elliptic bandpass filters, high-Q filtering 

antennas, and an antenna array. Each device always starts with proposing and analysing 

one novel resonator and then applying the theories presented in Chapter 2 to design the 

required filters and antennas. The designed components showed that in fact the direct 

metal 3D printing provided by Renishaw Plc could be applied in fabricating passive 

components even with complex inner structures in Sub-6 GHz and periodical sine 

corrugated shape in Ku-band. The work also demonstrated the potential of utilizing direct 

metal 3D printing to investigate novel topologies to improve the performances that can’t 

be made using the traditional fabrication method. All the projects presented in the thesis 

are completed, but the dual-band filter introduced in Chapter 5 is still at the simulation 

stage because of the limitation of time. 

In detail, the major contributions of each project in this dissertation are summarized as: 

Chapter 3 introduced a waveguide loaded air slots resonator, which exhibits a comparable 

unloaded quality factor to the coaxial resonator and allows controlling the electric and 

magnetic coupling separately. These attractive characteristics were preferred for electrical 

magnetic mixed-coupling inline bandpass filter applications. As a result, the designed 

filters offer controllable TZs even without introducing extra structures, which maintain 

the high Q of the resonator. A four-pole filter centred at 2.82 GHz with a fractional 

bandwidth of 6.73% and two controllable TZs located at 2.65 and 2.98 GHz was designed 

for demonstration. Direct metal 3D printing technology was utilized to manufacture the 

prototype with multiple pieces for the first time in the whole project. The printed pieces 

were measured thoroughly in fabrication tolerances and RF performances. The measured 

results were promising for the first demonstrated 3D printed prototype. Hence, two six-

pole filters with multiple-TZs, more compact sizes, higher Qu, and improved shape were 

designed. For experimental validation, one of them was printed with only two pieces. The 

measured results agreed well with the simulated ones, which enhanced the confidence in 

using direct metal 3D printing technology to do more researches. 
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Chapter 4 presented a compact fan-shaped folded waveguide resonator (FSFWGR) that 

can reduce the sizes by 87.5% compared with the waveguide cavity while retaining a high 

Qu value (> 1500). The resonator was used to design a four-order bandpass filter centred 

at 6.0 GHz with a 6.67% bandwidth. For achieving self-supported structures, novel 

coupling methods are intersected coupling and slots cross-coupling is proposed. The 

simulated S-parameters validated the new coupling topologies. Then a curved folded 

antenna is integrated with the filter successfully with the new method. The proposed new 

approach, along with the filtering antenna theory, is available for any antenna to be 

integrated. Although an extra antenna is needed, the antenna length is less than a quarter 

wavelength. The simulated S-parameters showed identical filtering responses as the filter, 

which allow the transmission efficiency up to 97% across the whole passband.  For 

experimental demonstration, the designed devices were fabricated using AM500Q printer 

metal 3D with only two pieces, even with complex inner structures and three curved 

radiation elements. This highly reduced the assembly work that exhibited the superiority 

of the integrated design of the high-Q multi-functional component based on direct metal 

3D printing technology. 

In Chapter 5, the planar strong coupling technology was extended to 3D structures to 

achieve high Q while remaining a small volume, which is a metal strong coupling 

resonator (MSCR). By curving the coupling metal pairs, the MSCR could achieve several 

features like compact size, high-Q, and inner mixed electrical-magnetic coupling. Hence, 

the MSCR was deployed to design multiple components, including an inline single-band 

bandpass filter, a filtering antenna, and a dual-band pass filter. As a result, the designed 

components obtained better RF performances with a compact size of ~ 0.15 λ. Also, the 

designed single-band filter and filtering antenna further exploited the potential of direct 

metal 3D printing techniques in the fabrication of complex physical structures. The 

single-band filter was printed with only one piece but presented better-measured results 

than simulated ones.  

Chapter 6 described a slots antenna array based on the air-filled corrugated waveguide 

resonator for more validation of the direct metal 3D printing technology in higher 

frequency (Ku-band) applications. The corrugated waveguide can present hybrids modes 

of fast-wave and slow-wave simultaneously. The conversion relationship between the two 

modes was analysed in detail for the first time in this thesis. By intensively controlling 

the corrugated depth and period, novel high-order mode sequences in the corrugated 

resonator can be obtained and utilized. For validation, a wideband antenna array with a 
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centre frequency of 14.5 GHz and an FBW (|S11| < −10 dB) of 23.1% was designed with 

single-layer and single-feed structures, which is quite simple. It is obvious that the 

antenna array is almost impossible using CNC to fabricate, but easier for the direct metal 

3D printing technology. The antenna array was completed well and did a comprehensive 

measurement, including surface roughness, fabrication tolerance, and RF performances. 

As a result, all measured results performed well and showed promising results for high-

frequency applications even without the post-polish process.  

 7.2 Future Work 

The following suggestions could be referred for further investigations in the future: 

i. In terms of direct metal 3D printing technology, although it can be used in the 

Sub-6 GHz and Ku-band, which has been proved in this thesis, the bandwidths of 

the designed component are all larger than 5%. It is known that the narrower the 

bandwidth, the fabrication tolerance is more sensitive. Hence, more investigation 

on the narrow-band device applications with novel topologies could be researched 

in the future.  

 

ii. In Chapter 3, the waveguide loaded air slots resonator was analysed for designing 

high-order filters which is very good as the guidelines. However, more analysis 

can still be investigated, such as rotating the air slots resonator might be another 

option for controlling the coupling coefficients or TZs. Also, if put two air slots 

resonators with different dimensions in the waveguide, it can be used to design 

dual-band filters. 

 

iii. In Chapter 5, although designed some components were successfully based on the 

metal    strong coupling resonator but did not try to control the TZs. Actually, 

according to the mixed-coupling theory presented in Chapter 3, it can be 

controlled. Hence, in the future, asymmetrical structures could be introduced to 

obtain controllable TZs to improve the passband edge rejection performances. 

Also, for the dual-band filter, the separately control Qe, and higher-order dual-

band filters will be worth investigating. 

 

iv. Although a wideband antenna array based on the corrugated resonator was 

presented in Chapter 6, there is still much work to do. The first thing is to design 
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a narrow-band application for validating the 3D printing technology as stated in i. 

And for the antenna array, we could increase the value of a to reduce the 

resonator's size further. If so, the space between the adjacent radiation elements 

may not be enough because of the limitation of half wavelength. Hence, slot 

antenna miniaturization must be necessary, such as using H-shape or inverse E-

shape design.



 

 

 


